
What are the chances, the betting odds;  
That ... 

 
a) A man in the i400s and a man in the i500s 
would both write , in             the same disguised words
the secret format of alchemysts (via anagrams),  
one in French,  and one in Italian, to be found over 
four centuries  later: ~ by a  non-de.script  elderly  
female, of no particular distinction, in English? 

b) Sourced from over five diverse  sentences; 
more than two are verse lines out of a thousand of 
them, including the very last of those.  Another is 
written as a riddle, one of many hundreds, each 
divided only by a comma, & one other being  
a sentence  found in an obscure manuscript 
titled "Monster d'Abvs" (Mabus), with: 
 

c) All of the para-graphs resulting in the SAME set  
of subjects, each  DIVIDED INTO FIVE DIFFERENT 
topics holding the exact SAME  ALERTS. 

 

 

Would "astronomical odds" describe the gamble? 
On the mere offchance  they, the riddles,  or any  
one of the sentences  would  EVER  be found?  I 
 can't help feeling this was some kind of test for  
the awareness of us all. Judge for yourself the  
cosmic proportions of the "co-incidences" involved.   
To see de-scripted here. The Genres held hidden  in   
each of  ALL  OF  THEM; the sourced lines of words : * 

Les Lufirains n’en feront pas contens.   
a sé sottoposta strada collocate erano. 
Par trois couronnes au grand Endymion    
Son bruit, loz, regne, fa puiffance croiftra,   
fe pourra garder peu  le tort ,& celuy qui point 

saying: 
1) THE  SAME SETS OF ENTITIES  DOING 
2) CONTORT, SPIN, TORQUE OF STARS, EARTH DROP 
3) EXACT SAME SETS OF PLURAL DATES 
4) DIRECTED ENERGY FIELD USED: event that CUED 
5)  

*As it turned out, there were more lines published over the years between 2010 and 2017 with the exact same five alerts. 
It is to be noted that these were found all in one go only while searching for the word  "potato" in my files.  
The 'potato' search in March 2018 was for a quite separate reason : only then did I recognize the anomoly.  

1 50 3 Son bruit, loz, regne, fa puiffance croiftra,      C+F+UNZIPS (and C+F+ 1 6) 
10 100 4 Les Lufitains n’en feront pas contens.         The Lusitanians will not be pleased thereby 
                  It is the very last of all the Quatrain lines.      Centuries Eleven and Twelve are Sixaines. 

 1) who :   ICON/Elo'im  "folding" the heavens" pay close attention to the various descriptive words for this event C+F+ISAIAH 
 2) what :  SPIRALS  ALL  PLANETS  SUNNINESS   INCREASES             Presage Jan 3  "sun gone bronze" 
 3) when : /2020 .  AFTER - NOON/after middle of  2020             (naturally this could be meant to be 2032 or later) 
 4) cued by :  ARSONS  CLUE IS  NOT SPONTANEOUS  EUENT  the darts from the skies, sasar, directed energy weapons, are not from the natural 
 5) (non g.m.o)   

 
 

pairing 10 100 4 = from Monstre D'Abvs:    
fe pourra garder peu  le tort ,& celuy qui point.             Being able to keep the wrong, and that remarkably 
1st topic who:           R.O., Andromeda Council OARS,  Argo Mantids LEG,Scheat Pegasus LYRAN, E'YA GARDENER  UP   

    TORQUED  ALL  PLANETS  ~  IS  POOR POPULACE FUTILITY           (as Isaiah said, cannot run nor hide 2nd topic  what

3rd topic when:       (2020) C+F+2 13 2 
UP IS    PLACED,  Holy Graal IS  ALSO  UUHERE  QUALITY  POET  SELECTS  COUPLE:  E.YA  GARDENER CUP  CULTURE

Webber and  Parks  ~ a two man job indeed.     Regency Order Up is the Andromeda Council 
4th topic:       IS SATELLITE  D.E.F. UP SKY  DARTS  QUEUES (cue/pun) EUENT 
URANITE  COUP  POUNCE  PRURIENCY:  COOKS  YOUR  PORKIER YOUNG SUDDEN QUICK 
5th TOPIC .   TIP:  

o   CUP CULTURE – oh what a pun! Casseopea the constellation was once called The Cup, is actually the Holy Graal, and they are part of 
the    Elo'im Alliances. The pun refers to being "cultured in vitro".  The making (continually) of a new human (after each major ice age). 
There were a few lines very early in this process that said there will be a new astronomy "in Sagittarius" in Year of the Cock/2017, so 
this  event seems to be started already, and the Southern Cross has not pointed South for a while.  

 ADORE  would  be Sept 22 to Oct 21 There quatrains which each had October 10th
from Da Vinci:  a sé sottoposta strada collocate erano.  to themselves submitting were ‘paving the way’.   
       This English is in context with the former line... Being able to/ enabling to keep the wrong, and that remarkably! 
      "Keeping the wrong" here refers to the love of the money system. So ingrained in all of us we are unable to think or      
       imagine a life without it. Thus we are all "bound" to crooked banker-thieves, making witless servants of ourselves. 
       Exactly the constant warning from David Icke people and even Jesus himself, not forgetting the likes of these texts. 
1. ASE'  SACROSANCT CREATORS   COLLATE  STAR  ART  RACES, (Living Libraries)   
2. STARS CATARACT  flow  COLOSSAL  SPAN  CONTORTED:  
3. Capricorn which spans across two years 
SOLO ORATOR  COLLATOR  TELLS  DATA  ALERT:   
ASE  LETS  LOOSE  COLD,  COOLS  CASTLES  TO  CASTRATE  SATAN-TOAD   

the word "castle" is alkhemye for stargate & includes the Vatican, where dragon types from Bufo/toad reside 
the cold is also "let loose" because of  "increased sunniness" 

PAST  SCROTAL/patriarchal  CAPTOR  abductions  DRACO/dragon  STELLA  CORPORATE  CONTRACT  RAPTOR –                       Page 1 



SARAN from Sarru ACCORD /treaty/contract  PASSES  COAST TO  COAST  I wonder if that is a pun on George Noory 
4. ANTENNAE COST POOR PROLE:  ARES  TOAST 
5. Libra from Sept 21 in this case 

Chani said to store watermelons and black sunflower seeds.  
The water from watermelons is radioactive-free and sunflowers provide oil and flour & livestock fodder in moderation 
" 17 types of Free Energy: "Baghdad batteries", using vinegar or orange juice. Even one potato can energize your mobile fone 
prior to ADORE = Libra/October, of the "great translation"?  

is not referring to a planting season but to a Yuletide Season 
COLOSSAL SPAN means the universe ,  CONTORTED  as in  SPIN and TORQUE   

PAST  SCROTAL – patriarchal  STELLA DRACO  = Dragon from the stars (there is a difference between the dragon and the dinosaur 
CONTRACT CAPTOR ACCORD – abducting folk per agreed "treaties" which began with the cloned F.D.R. in 1933 
COST POOR PROLE, ARES = genocide TOASTS = cooks them.   
The sasar/scalar directed energy field, the same which dropped the Twin Towers 
The Antennae in satellites are sending the directed energy fields. The very reason for the space shuttle "accidents" because 
the occupants knew what they had been constructing – these d.e.f.  which pick off streets of homes of ordinary folk,  
leaving those properties of the elite quite alone. 
and recall  "OUR  date NINETY SEVEN  = ƚ697"  
herein  C.F.+NINETY  where ƚ690 was 2014 making  their ƚ697  as our  2021, noting   it means the "end of 2020 into 2021".  

See  R.O. UP Andromeda Council is A.C.  matches ASE' SACROSANCT CREATORS matches ICON & this ASE is the AYSE of Alex Collier 
 There is one other word herein, appearing in nearly all the other likewise lines. That is SARAN from Sarru: the standing Lizard

   
WITH ANOTHER FOUR-LINE  VERSE SAYING THE SAME THINGS 

2 73 4 Par trois couronnes au grand Endymion          By three crowns at/to the great Endymion.    
(Endymion the great sleeper =  super volcano?    three crowns = the three ways star wars of ArmMargEddan,  
or the  “three sleeping giants” of  Shipton. 

1st      MY ICON  RESPONDS 
2nd   STARS  UUORSENING  CONTRARY  SPIN                 going the wrong way 
3rd topic   

ERUPTION YEAR  MOON URANITE  NET’/Reticuli GRAYS – SARAN UNDERMINE  UTOPIA,  ENDING  YEAR'S A.D.:   
ending the orbit of your calendar which would  happen in 'stars spin' 

4th  RAIDING ,  ARSON  DARTS  USURPING   MEANS POISONED  AIR.
 ROMAN  ERUPTION  ARMS  YOUR  U.S.  ERUPTION :   MAY

5th   
 this means both to "hide like a mouse" and ensure your root cellar is ready

DANGEROUS SIRIUS DRACONIAN/dragon  PEST SURROUNDING GEM, (Earth)   
go to various videos which show alien craft orbiting our sun.  
Not the cube but the other weird ones 

DATE, POURING GAS  INCENDIARY    
 (as well as 'train danger mid anna' the excuse to herd you to 'camps') 
o ARMS  = Gemini  MAY   Gemini in May is  May 22 - 31 = 
o  Monday in ARMS 2018  is  28th  MAY
o (June 10 – 22 is in Gemini and is also a Nag date  (white horse) –  
o seems to be two eruption dates.   Monday in June is 11th              

(& 22nd ) pointing out that eleven is an Illuminati number. 
o  URANITE – from the heavens, Urania 

 10 100 4  from Monstre d'Abvs from Da Vinci 2 73 4 topic 
ICON/Elo'im 

Cassieopeans 
R.O. UP 

Andromeda Council 
SACROSANCT CREATORS 

Elo'im 
ICON RESPONDS 

Alliances 
1  

who 

SPIRALS  PLANETS TORQUED ALL PLANETS  STARS  SPAN CONTORTED STARS SPIN 2 
what 

IN  RAT /2020 . 
AFTER – NOON  after middle 

ADORE/Libra  TEAPOT /Sagittarius 

OS /Capr  END  OF  RAT YEAR. 
PRIOR TO ADORE – Libra 

 TEAPOT/Sagittarius  RAT
IN  ORNAMENT /Libra 

OS RAT YEAR 
3 

when 
ARSONS  CLUE  IS  NOT 

SPONTANEOUS  = artificial 
SATELLITE  QUEUES (cue/pun) 

 D.E.F.  UP  SKY  DARTS
ANTENNAE  COST  PROLE  
POOR;   TOASTS   (the timing) 

ARSON DARTS  [2017]  

 USURPING  IN ADORE
4  

why 
CARROTS,  POTATO, 

TURNIP  ETC.   IN  SECRET  
"STEP"  CELLARS 

STRATA  STEPS  CELLAR  IN 
GETTING TRULY  PROLIFIC  

 POTATOES.

ROOT CELLAR  STRATA  
STOÖP  POTATOES PRIOR TO 

ADORE/Sept.22-Oct.21 

SUGGEST  IT  IS  
 TURNIP  TIME

5 
where 
to be 

    2 13 2 Iour de la mort mys en natiuite: Day of death put for birthday:                             time travel/reincarnation 
MY TUUO EMINENT ETERNITY ELDERS' UUISDOM TO UUEED USES UUINTRY   ON SARAN ISRAELS UUARM:
RADIATE  ITALY ISRAEL DONE.  TSUNAMI  UUATERED IDOLISER AREAVatican IN  OUR   NINETY- SEUEN-OS-RAT YEAR 
 (2014 was "their"  I690,  so 697 = 2021) ƚ = 2020  = Capricorn which spans two years, so meaning RAT OS 2020 osculating into 2021 

 "RADIATE ITALY" see the ADRIATIQUE  forums, the false asteroid.  TSUNAMI  refers to "over Mt. Fesulan" Mt Olympus
     2 13 4 Voyant le verbe en fon eternite. 'V'='U', 'f'='S'  Seeing  the word cymatics  in its eternity.  Voice activation = frequencies 

slides over  
BETTER   OR ENTIRE TENANTS EATEN ALIVE – ARES BEEN~IN  
o HERE ARE THOSE VERY SAME DATES : ARES = genocide  

Yule /deer   where have we seen those ciphers before!  2020-2021
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9:38:4 Secours Narbonne deceu par entretien. Narbonne help beguiled by entreaties/conversation.  
PARTNER,to join,collate SECURE, ENTIRE TERCENTENARIES.see FIX THE CALENDARS     from allan Webber’s program computerized Template 
OUR SOURCE BORNE IN ESOTERIC ENTRIES The Template or the Alchemye List   (C+F+ANDROID or ANDROGYNE in ANDROGYNE forum) 

announced in FIX THE CALENDARS 

NET Reticuli BARONS/greys' elites NEED U.N TO ENRAPTURE ~ ETERNISED RANCOURS INTERESTED NONE 
 

 ETERNISED RANCOURS  the truth hidden in places like Revelation/Apocalypse=the Revealing/unveiling  

SAME  BETTING ODDS?  FOR : 
SACRED  COSMIC  COBRA 
One coming from Nostradamus and the other from Da Vinci – saying the same things 

 

from the words FRANCISCO BERARDO:  found in the Margin of Letter #41  
 FAR OFF FAIR BRAINS CONCORD/Elohim ACORN stargate FINDS, REFABRICS DNA COBRA/Putin, IS OFF  

BIREO/ beak of Cygnus BIRD’S ACORN/stargate E'A , DOREAN FORCE  ONES A.R.C.  FORD/stargate  
READ FAIR SACRED AS, E.D. R.O.: SO CAN RECORD CODES FOR RIDDANCE OF:  
SCAR FACED RIB /Chertan OANNES, ORION R/Draco CRANE/greys RACES 
FACE  first 10 days, D of Oak tree date = June 10 – July 7 Gemini  
CONCORD BEARS/Ursa CRAB’S/Cancer FANCIER DRAB CORNER/orbit ODOR ARAB SIR ICON/Allah  D’OR (Ormus) FIASCO FORCES 
ACCORD BRIEF ARSON IRON/Virgo & or Scorpio SCARE,  the directed energy weapon being used, and it was in Virgo to Scorpio 2017 
SCORN FAIR COBRA (Putin means Cobra) S.S. , C.D. DRONES RAN OFF CARS    

recall an incident where Putin was travelling and the cars had an accident but he miraculously escaped 
SARDONIC  ROB: FOOD /gmo, SCARCER BRAINS = ARES /genocide  
ACCORD FIBRES/chemtrails.Morgellons DRAB COFFINS FEMA NOR BARBARIAN/AskheNazi.banksters SCOFF OFF RARE ARAB 
CONCORD/ Treaty 9   DOREAN/Tau Cetian CRIBS cuts short 
 Alla.Lu alliances, EnLil, Marduk, Ninurta  
4 26 3 De nuech, l’emboufque; lougachdeffouslastreilhos By night the ambush; see 4 44 3 pantomime the sentinel under the vines 
SACRED BIREO/Cygnus HERO FILCHED COBRA/Putin; ECHOED RUSSIAN ACE IN CAR (see the Golden Cubes video in the PUTIN forum)   

www.ufosightingsdaily.com/2013/.../two-cube-ufos-over-russia-on-dec-26...  
in  the first ten days of Capricorn, which December 26 is !       pairs 4 47 2 CAR

REALISTS HOLIER SCHEDULE (these texts) HOCUSSED HITLER.  
HELIOS the sun STAR  TAILS  BELCH, [Henry]SALTS HERON/Grus chameleon ALTERS SOULS.  
Hocussed Hitler pairs 9 23 1 FUTHAERCS RUNES HOCUSSED S.S. ZEALOTS, (Hitler) (and see Henry Salt in BAUVAL forum)  

GOOD HUGE DOUBLE GOLDEN CUBES QUEEN, CLUB FOOTED, CAREFUL THANKFUL FAITHFUL SCHOLAR IS CREDULOUS:  
club-footed are one of the little greys of the Elohim  
UUE CHERISH TELLINGER HAS CHECKED, ABLE DEDUCE THE FABULOUS ELOHIM UUHO ARE UUEDDED GRACE-FUL ALLIANCES: 
DERO CLUES HEREIN  
UUOEFUL FICKLE COREI GOODE IS CHEERFUL OF BLACK DEATH KILL: FEATURES FEARED SELF-UUILLED STENCHFUL 
FAT-HEAD SCOUNDREL HUNCHBACK LAESTRIGONE OG; UURATHFUL SIR Marduk UUICKEDNESS BEHEAD OFFENCES, SUCKS BLOOD  

 HUMBLE UUISE UUIFELESS LEONARDO, EMBELLISHES THE GHOULISH UNDERNEATH EUCHARIST GUILE DISGUISES 
HOOKED NOSE, Altairan/AzkheNazi UUOLF-LIKE-DOG/Sirius Anubis USES CERN FAME DEBOUCHES HOUSE Earth/bloodlines SLOTHFUL puns... 
as other lines have said, slowing Earth down  
pairs:  4 47 2 Sa main fanguine par feu, fer, arcs tenduz: His bloody hand of fire, iron and drawn bows: 

  ENSARES RUSSIAN PUTIN SAFE IN CAR DATE GUARD AGAINST NAZI NASA FALSE ATEN ; 
 Ahpee from Sirius ASSURANCE  REMANUFACTURES  PASSENGER  PUTIN  REPUGNANT  TO  N.UU.ACCORD APE-MEN

APE-MEN ARE UNREPENTING SATANIC FRAUDS, REAL UNERRING ENDURING MENACE :  
NUCLEAR ERUPTING FURNACES UNDER           the super volcano under meaning the Serbian Basin  
AUGURS CERN ENSNARED GAP. orbit ? RUSSIANS FEATURE NEMESIS RAZING IN MAGAZINE NEUUSPAPERS  
PUTIN AMAZES, CAUTERIZES PAN-AFRICAN Anakim USURPER FANATICS INTRUDER CARNAGE, CUNNING DEPARTURE  
o ZEE is an Alkhemye name for Cassiopeia. How many lines have we seen now describing this event? And the Capricorn date. C+F+COSMIC  
Presage 13 i555 Nouembre. Le grand du ciel soubs la Cape donra  The great heavenly ones providing the canopy 

ALLELUIA! PURER ADORE COBRA IN CAR: IS SACRED DOUBLE BRAINS ALIEN ~ PUNS   two "Pendulous" golden Cubes  CUBES
 INTERJECTION   BY  THE  COLLATOR   (COLLECTOR   OF  THE  QUATREIN  hidden text   LINES)

All of the PUTIN PICKED UP lines are spread between being found in 2010 through to 2017. You will see less of 
them in  the PUTIN FORUM April 2015 than are here because they had not all be discovered at the time that forum 
was published. This is the first time they have all been placed in the one spot for comparison of detail and es-
pecially the picked-up date, which was three months before Putin gave a wonderful speech to leaders of most 
countries, with not one piece of papered notes nor prompt board.  
 

 
pairs        6 30 4 Pres de Braban marcheront ceux de Lieges Near Brabant will march those of Liges   

 SACRED CAPABLE SERENE BIREO ACCORD EXCHANGES  EASTERN  PUTIN:  ENHANCED  EXAMPLE, 
 HE IS ABLE TO PUNCH OUT  EXTREME  G.M.O.  DANGERS  this has come true. He has banned all such things

brabantlieges GABBLER INSANE BEAR-BELT  BEAST "SAINT" IS REAL, BLASTING ATEN STABBER IN ETNA, NASTIER TRAINS IN BEER 
RABBLE! GET ABLE BRAINS! BEST STARGATE  ALGEBRA TABLE  BITS logarithm LEG, SAGE,  RING BEINGS BEGIN BEANpulse BIBLE  SATAN 
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READS PRINTER PRINTED ABLE-GRAIN G.M.O BLUNDERS.  IN SIXTEEN HELEN MEAD   RE-ARRANGES AGES CHAPTERS 
“GOTHIC CALENDAR AGE BREACHED”.  IS RARE TIMES, MACABRE EXPENSE  
o years here j662 & j625 Year of our Lord Jesus. Here the capital ‘I’ for Immanuel is not a one The capitalized ‘i’ with a bar through it is to indicate – 
so easy to mistake it for the numeral 1, and many lay monks transcribing were simply illiterate copiests, since the words were meant to be read  
Why do the ‘experts’ on the antiques roadshow not see this right in their faces ? ?                RE-ARRANGES AGES see Millwheel Of The Ages
ANSWER : because they are not the experts they think they are ? or they do not want to ‘rock the boat’ ?  

BLUNDERS = the year prefix IS RARE MACABRE the “trade in children” clause EXPENSE cost, rare and high cost  
RUSSIA PUTIN (EXCISED CASSETTE CASSIOPEIA CARDS BUST) quite so, found amongst the REDACTIUE IN EUCHARISTE ...  
CUBE CHE-RUBS PHASE ENHANCED ALEX COLLIER, DEPENDENT SUPER PURE ANDROMEDA COUNCIL CHARMERS  
DIM LEGEND SOBER SUPERB GREEN E’A, PARCS BLURB EXUBERENCE HINDER, EXACERBATED ELITE ARAB DEMON/ Alla-Lu,  
SECOND SATAN SIR, Marduk, first one is Allah.Lu Lucifer EARTH BUNGLER RIB‟S ENLIL CRUX cross/Vatican PRIMES EXCEED GREED,  
GRAIL grayle (Maitre) of Phil Schneider GREMLIN EXCEL GERMS UP INBREED  
POMMIE BRITS ELECT BREXIT - EXIT E.U., CHASTENED ELITE DEGRADERS ENSNARED –  
CAUSE PROBLEMS SECRET SORCERER  
http://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/britain-votes-to-leave-eu-cameron-to-resign-markets-rocked/ar-AAhvpYk   
 
 
 
 
 

  

 
 
 
  

Nostradamus : letter #41 to FRANCOISBERARD   (who knew everything about the stargate/ring) 
whose name appeared vertically in the margin 

/Putin SACRED BIREO/Cygnus BRAINS RODS ACORN/stargate AFIRE  FINDS  RARE  COBRA (Capricorn, Dec 22-30 first decan  
 

pairs : 6 30 4 Pres de Braban marcheront ceux de Lieges Near Brabant will march those of Liges   
1 82 2 pairs C+F+ REDACTIUE see this Putin CASSETTE in The Adriatic Continues  SEE CASSETTE AT 1 92 1  
SACRED CAPABLE SERENE BIREO ACCORD EXCHANGE PUTIN ENHANCED EXAMPLE, ABLE PUNCH EXTREME G.M.O.  
ENDANGERS  RUSSIA'S PUTIN (EXCISED REDACTIUE IN CASSETTE CASSIOPEIA CARDS BUST) quite so, found amongst the  
“REDACTIUE IN EUCHARISTE”... =  1 82 2 EDUCATOR UUROTE: CITE DEDUCTION: INTRODUCE EUCHARISTE SECTOR BURIED REDACTIUE 
hidden pairs 1:82:4 in pdf forum ADRIATIC & LEONARDO DA VINCI 
1 92 1 ... of cards  mentioned again in EXTRA MELLOUU PUTIN AMAZES IN CASSIOPEIA ART CASSETTE, LAST PACK
 

 

1 38 3   Par cor ne crys harnois n'arreƒteront            Neither bugle (sonic weapons) nor shouts 
 (A.I. orders) will stop these soldiers (supersoldiers)  
‘Y’ FRONT’S (E’Yah*) RARE TEN  PORT, SCRY, RESTORE, RAN TOP  CARPO PETEN ARRESTS, 

ROTTEN  SARAN SION SASAR  IONS  d.e.w. chemtrails                    (CARPO = fruit = DNA) STOPS 
YEARS CHAIR Cassiopeia CHRYSA/Mantids TRANSFERS SHAR TERROR,  holding Nemesis "squatted" behind the sun 
RESTRAINS TECHNO PROCREANTS  HAARP  RAY IRISH AIR.  
SHARON (Israel) TYRANNISER CORNERS IRAN (NOT ERROR FREE) SIR PATRON CONCERNS PRINCE HARRY.  
o    where SIR is Marduk  and PATRON a qualifyer for those of the Vatican 
o    *E’Yah in the “cassettes” of individuals of the king Anu family found hidden (redacted) in the Last Supper –  
EnKi-E’Yah is the only clean shaven one, in a white robe with a large down his front  golden “Y” shaped collar 
For some reason the shar of Nemesis being “arrested” (held for 3 years behind our sun) is paired with information 
regarding prince Harry. C+F+HARRY  who plans to Marry In May.  
o RAN TOP PETEN.  Peten is Hebrew for Cobra, thus saying Putin  

1:82:4 Trembler Vienne & le pais d’Auftriche that Vienna and the land of Austria will tremble. Allan Webber Template 
 [dinner]  INTERVENE EUCHARIST AT PLATES:  RICH HERETIC CHRIST ETHNIC. false Jesus,see no halo SEE

OF THREE (third peoples) OF ANTE-CHRIST RICHEST (the elite) 
METER/measure-judge as HERMETIC SATURDAYS DAY BELIEVER (Jewish= YHWH)  IS ISTARU/Sirius SATAN. 

1 82 4 Trembler Vienne & le pays d’Auftriche    i557 publication  
ARTISAN E'YAH, MICHEL, BRAINS, BE-MA DIATRIBE: READ HELEN PARKS, REFINED THURSDAY AND PEARLY CUBE'S 

MUTINEER'S MATURE CHARITABLE LIBRA PUTIN'S : HE DEFEATS THE ALLAH-LU REAL  HERETICS.  MERIT CHANTER
VERY EVENTFUL BRUTEFIED SUPER-ERUPTIVE LAVA  FIRE, TREMBLED, REVERBERANT TEDIUM BURLY BED FURY 
HAS ICY BENEFIT  ACHIEVEMENT. SENDS MUCH-DEBT REPTILE OFF SHELVED BY NINETEEN/TUUENTY.  MINUS PINDAR
EVIL INTERBRED LUCIFER'S MANURE 'SEVERE SLAVE TRADE MERCHANT' ELITE (CELEBRATES INHUMANE)  DREAM 
MEANT 'EARTH TURNED' BETRAYAL, INFURIATES BRAVE MERRY TRIBES';THEIR BRIEF IS TIMELY ALE-BEER-FRIDAY'S 
DAYTIME INTERFERENCE ADVENTURE.  
 ("three nights to warn", and see "pantomime in the evening")            LENT in 2018 happens to be Feb 14 – March 26 

SEVER ETHNIC HERPETIC ALIEN ENLIL- REVELANCE FETCH HEAVEN-SENT CREATIVE TUNA-BLUE VENEREAL A.C. 
PEST REAPER-LEPER-THIEVES HENCE THE DESTRUCTFUL SPITEUL HATE MENU.  THE PENITENT ELECT THRIVE. 
LEECH REPTILIANS CLUB-FED, BLEED, TRENCHER, DEFT SINE VERB  MANY FEEBLE TV NERDS, END FISCAL YEAR.  
o BE-MA DIATRIBE – the Virgo to Libra warnings ARTISAN E'YAH, EnKi/Da Vinci. Michel = Nostradamus. BRAINS:  Chani 
o BED FURY as Da Vinci said "shaking the bed to make it" meaning Earth  ARES = genocide 
o MUCH-DEBT REPTILE  the bankster Money System puppeteer, YHWH/Enlil.  MINUS PINDAR but not the Vatican Drago
o BRAVE MERRY TRIBES those from Procyon  ALE-BEER-FRIDAY'S  May 13 – June 10. May 25th?? the one before 28th

o REVELANCE that of Revelation-Apocolypse FETCH  sine waves LEECH: Orion    Page 4                        VENEREAL A.C. = Andromeda Council 

pairs 4:47:2, 4 26 3 and Presage 13 i555 Nouembre. One gets the feeling they did not want this information missed!  
SACRED COSMIC   notice "cosmic" is used by Russians;  as in Cosmonaut 

Da Vinci : brieve modo che trovar si possa (the word ‘sound’ had appeared in the previous sentence as ‘’percussion’’)  
                      English : being short [sound/sonic] procedure so one can discover that ability ...  as in short sound waves 
SACRED COSMIC  Russian  CUBE BRAINS HERO CHOOSES BRAVE COBRA/Putin

(Capricorn/ Dec 22 – Jan 21.video    Dec 26 2012 Two Golden Cubes over Russia 
 

http://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/britain-votes-to-leave-eu-cameron-to-resign-markets-rocked/ar-AAhvpYk


 i562 iennePaysAuftriche f=s   V
URANITE ANU'S FIERCEST SUAVE HYPERACTIVE FAT FEATHERY HEAVY SINE (NAIVETY SINCERE IN PURCHASES) 
CHIEF VANITIES INTERFACE PIRATES FINANCES, INFANT THIEVERY 
AYSE INSECTS' CAPTURE [SICHSTEEN] ARCHIVED :  ACHIEVES SHEER SUNNY, IS HEAVY VIRTUE 

IN FRONT OF:  

 

The clean shaven faceless E'Yah. Faceless because he incarnates variously. 
10 87 1 Grand roy viendra prendre port pres de Niffe  
AT YEAR IN FRONT OF before ODDER TRANSFER DROPPING: Earth PROVIDING PROP/nature RIP  
FORTY NINE DEGREES SEES STARVING DEPRAVED TRENDY PORN PEDO TERROR OFFENDER OF PERVERTED 
FORD  OVER.                                      Perverted ford meaning using timelines to manipulate the profits, in 7 73 1  
ODD INFANTRY DESIGNED FOR TYRANNISER these would be the ‘super soldiers’ ‘bred’ under S4 and Montauk etc  

  DRIVEN INDEPENDENT Y-FRONTED, GRANDER GREEN PEDANTRY GARDENER POINTS FINGER:
 (see the giant book behind him) PROVIDES FOR PRINTED PRESS TO DESERVING IN FIFTY SEVEN YEARS AGAIN

(10 89 2 Seven and fifty pacific years: 1946 – March 20 2003 and  
 10 89 4 Health, abundance of fruits, joy and mellifluous times.)  Saying this peace will be provided again  
pairs:  1 19 2 TROYENEFPAGNES  

TEEN YEAR  ANTS (Mantids) OFGREEN Y-FRONT,  TEN  OPEN ANGRY PYRENEES SPAN = The Lusitanians most unhappy 
The GREEN one is E’YA Enki, who is the « GARDENER » as well, with no visible features.  
Apparently the mystery man in the white robe with a « Y » front to it – found in the Last supper  
ties with 

 

1 75 2 Le fort gaigne tiendra claffe marine having won the fort restraining the marine fleet. (Maritime Law) 
(Cassiopeian)- A   REFERENCE-TO GENTLEMEN-OF-DIFFERENT-CARRIAGE-(alien)-: 

IN-AIM-A-LARGE-DIFFERENT-ALTERNATING-ROTATING-GOLDEN-RECTANGLE'- (orbit) - GENERATOR:  
IS-LARGE-FRAGMENTATION-AIL-ISLE~DE~FRANCE.  
o aiming a [false] asteroid. Golden Rectangle = the golden mean of Phi of the new orbit  
GARAGE each planet FORD/crossing- AT-INCREMENTAL.  
Also see 9 45 “Tuscany the worst”... and the forum Aten/Etna.  
So is this saying it is the Elohim who arrange the Isle de France asteroid ??  
>but it seems to be them who also send a meteorite across “Vermont to Chile”-(10.92.4) across Guiana-(10.39)  
then across Chile in a large “curve ball” in order to skip across to “belouu China”-(4.94.4) and assist with sending most of 
the Pacific Ocean off Earth just as Da Vinci stated in his “Riddles” (many lines, a forum of its own.) 
So is this saying  it is the Elohim who arrange the Isle de France asteroid??   ANSWER CAME: 4 32 4

  
Jupiter god of contracts loving of  Everything in common (communism) put far behind.  4 32 4 

ANSWER??   R.O:-Regency-Order.-RA,-REPAIR-RARE-MISFORTUNES...REVISION-ATEN-asteroid-TERRIFIER 
 condurre alla desiderata grandezza  from The Willow,Cepheus The Magpie/Nostr. and the Gourd,Cup    Da Vinci  

ANAL DRUG-CRAZED RAZOR-GANG ELITES RAN ATEN ISLE ETNA ARSON, RADAR D.E.UU. CARNAGE (H.A.A.R.P)  
READ: LAST CARD DAZZLED DREADED LARGER RADIANT ANU DOZEN DRACULA DRAGON:   
CRUDE LIARS  UNGOLDLIER RACE, DAZZLE,  LACERATED, RAZED.  
LARCENOUS CRAZED ZEALOUS GIANT LIZARD'S AROUSAL NUCLEAR DEADENER  LOSE TO ZERO  
CONDALEEZZA ULTRA DISREGARD, ARRANGED TRADED GRADUAL ADULTERER AS DEAD  
LEONINE ANU CONDALEEZZA, ARES genocide AGENDA DEGRADE RURAL GARDENS, ARID DNA  
AND LARGE IRREGULAR URANIL Nemesis  STAR'S ICE AGE DANGER, RETARDED, DRAGS EART[H],  
READ TAKE COURAGE: (Cassiopeians) AND =11: 12,  13,  14, ANGRIER ZEE SACRED TEN GRACE  ARCTURAN DAHL ELDERS

15, 16, 17, 18, 19 ART ARTISAN=20 Nostr.or Da Vinci  GRAAL LIRAN ARGO OAR RUDDER NORDIC GUARDS GARDENER UR EA
ARE ALERT ARC AROUND. ARRANGED ACORN, IS A.D. REARGUARD, IRREGULAR AGE ADDENDA AGENDA  
... GRADUAL ADULTERER – chemtrails, & bad 5G radio frequencies for Earth and living things  
... ARID DNA = genetic manipulation of humanity 
... STAR'S DANGER – Nemesis, Saran and Uriah the iron planet  

Libra/October. LOSE TO ZERO – ice age  
 there are twenty in the Elohim, two times ten. Ten human type, ten not. OAR RUDDER Mantids from Argo  ... SACRED TEN GRACE -

  added – both longer and elliptical orbits.  See Fix The Calendars: Anno Domini Rearguard – See MILLWHEEL OF AGES 
... ACORN ARRANGED - manipulating time using stargates 

4 32 4 PantaChoinaPhilon  ƚ682 edition   ON means both very ancient Egypt and the Oannes 
A, ALPHA ON BEING, Enki CHANI, POINT  PHOTON AT ANAL  CHIP IN ALPHA  CHALIAPIN. Russian CHAIN PATH– over 

~ LOATHE ALL ELITE PANIC IN A  HIT, HALT PLAN PAIN PATH NOON – CHAPLAIN NOT IN HOT POTALA-CHINA PAL 
PAIN (the elite, who had to halt their plans due to the explosion on Mars destroying their jump room) this speaks of the 
false messiah agenda. This is interesting , Chaliapin was a Russian composer, (who directs the orchestra) = PUTIN 
is this saying that it is  Elder CHANI who is behind the Russians and Tibetans? Chani is behind these Hidden Texts 
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Willow = many branches = 

Cepheus holding the Branches  
in his Arm. DNA branches. 
Magpie is the sigil of Provence: 
Nostradamus.  The Cup =  
Holy Graal of Casseopea 

 condurre alla desiderata grandezza =  
 leadingthe wayto the desired im.port.ance 



6 23 3 Paix, fait nouveau, faintes loix empirées. New peace made, holy laws deteriorate, 
SOVIET FIX UP UNPOPULAR FOUL MARXIAN FUEL MAFIA PARANOIA IN SIXTEEN. SOVIETS  AIM FIX UP, AXE UNFAIR 
AERIAL OAFS POUR NOXIOUS PAIN. chemtrails 5G POSITIVE PUTIN AIM VEXATIOUS TO ALIEN PREFIX LORD EVIL ONE  
PUTIN SOUL OUT-FOXES,  EXPOSES ELUSIVE OPERATIVE  ISIS  FELONIES  IN FIFTEEN RUN VIA EMPIRE REPTILE  

MEANS INSANE ALIEN LEONINE REPTILE ELITE RUN PUNITIVE E.M.P IONS AT PIOUS RUSSIA POET VISOR: 

 
THE VORTEX SYSTEM – CHANGING 

 

 
At the time of writing this caption, I was not aware of the Golden Cube and how it has the appearance of a round 

object, nor of its importance, being those of the Creator Elohim Alliances for the Living Library. 
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collection etcetera 
 From Da Vinci: 

Delli omini che dorman nell'asse d'albero   the English : various ones who are asleep about the tree (codes) expert  
('tree expert Nel' see also assa.limento) and the collator was  once a nursery hand,  but I think this means  Celtic Trees codes  
NELL MEAD: ILL-MELODIES RESILIENCE MIRACLE, CONSIDERS DISOBEDIENCE MILITIA ALARM IN MIRROR, BOLD DECISION  
o MILITIA ALARM IN MIRROR all I can say is WOW ! Yes, waking this morning it came to me that everyone should have a huge mirror or 
something very reflective attached to the front of their front door so that when the presidents’ ‘police’ (militia) arrive they are 
confronted with :  
a) large mirror to see themselves upon which is written in easy to see language :  
b) "HISTORY HAS PROVEN ~ YOU WILL BE NEXT"   
also a new weapon they plan to use, which burns out your eyes, can be deflected by a mirror see MIRROR collection here 
CANNIBAL DEADLIER ELITE ‘NOBLEMAN’ HELL RAISER DOOMED ALL AMERICA, BLEEDS ILL OMENED, DISHONORED.  
SMILES : AIM CHILDLESS, EMBELLISHED DEMONICAL LIES : ISLAMIC IDOLISER ~ DESIRES HEADLESS  
LONDONER SCHOLAR BLAMES HOMICIDAL LAMEBRAINED ISLAMIC IMBECILE SONS – BREEDS INEDIBLE  
.................................................................................................. 

 From Da Vinci 
Vide lo sole ispecchiarsi nel suo corpo: the English:  (‘C’ = ‘k’ = ‘Q’)  
looking glass (mirror) the sun in its body dispersing  within     (first hint of the use of mirrors, as a self defense)  

HELEN PARKS HELPER VOICES: CONCLUSIVE  (concludes)  COUNSELS  PERSONS: IS  looking glass (mirror) ILLUSIVE   
OPENS CONSCIOUS DOOR ,   LOOSENS  SOULS releases?   SOLVES  SEARCHER QUEST ~
POLICE  VILE VICIOUS ODIOUS POLICIES OCCUPIES EVIL COPIER PREACHES IDIOCIES :  
IN CERN IDOL’S CRUEL VISION PROPHECIES. INCISIVE CLUES DIRE OILS/SOILS =  APOCALIPSE HORSERIDER’S VICE 
VIPEROUS ISLAND’S planet Sarru COPIOUS  ARES CLONES =POOR CHOICE OVERSEE LIVELIHOODS (CORPSES LOOPHOLES SECURED) 
CAPRICIOUS PEDOPHILIAC HOI-POLLOI (PRAISED VISCOSE SPIDER’S CORROSIVE HALO OPPRESSES) "SCHOLARS" CHOOSE SEDUCE-
THE AIR, ODIOUS-POLIO-CANCER-PROPOSAL: ALSO DUPE PEOPLE ‘SAVIOR’   DESERVE SACRED ALIEN DISCLOSURE DISCOVERIES
........................................................................................... 
'è dall' obbietto fori dello specchio alla similitudine,  d'esso obbietto apparente nello specchio    in English   
'and from the  looking glass/ mirror copying/producing/reflecting/ within, the same object appears in the mirror Cronus  visor 
 From Nostradamus: 

2 7 3 Mourront de faim les arbres efbrotes Dying  of famine the trees stripped 
ASSEMBLER OF BAD TERRORISM (U.S.A.) FOURTEEN: IS MIRRORED (reflection of)  
SELF ABSORBED MATES (elite) TEAMS RESEMBLE MORTARBOARDS (Academy/Blackwater/militia/super-soldiers)  
IOU MIRROR their TERRORS  = MAIM SELF ABSORBED. 
 

7 38 4 Traineé, tiré, horriblement mourir  entrained. dragged,(in a train)  to die horribly (eaten feet first)  
THE ERROR: IT BURLIER EARTH TERMINATION  ROBED –from MIR (space station) MOON ORBIT [Van Allen Belt] satellites 
NUTRITIONAL MEAL THEREIN: TO MIRROR ABHORRENT IN ELITE BRED LIEUTENANT MUTILATION RETRIBUTION… 
INTOLERANT INTERBRED IRRATIONAL URETHRAL MUTANT THUNDERER: ENTHRALLMENT INDENTURE DOMINEER DOMINION 
RATE TERRITORIAL THIRD MAN INTRUDER  MURDERER THREATEN MANDELA TIME HEALER INNUENDO DETERMINATION 

= ULTIMATE TERMINATOR TRUE LOUT (EARTH ADULTERATOR)  INTIMATE: BETTER THORN ARM, AND MERRIER ONE THERE 
TERRIBLE UNLIMITED NANO ANTENNAE ANIMALIA EARTH-BRAIN ANNIHILATION IN UNDERMINE 
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o NUTRITIONAL MEAL THEREIN: both the moon and space stations = meaning cannibalism  
o THUNDERER is always EnLil-YHWH, uses satanic magick    ENTHRALLMENT                                                                                                                                                                                            
o Thurisaz/thorn is the sky-rune for Cepheus and ARM is the Alkhemye for Cepheus BETTER THORN ARM, AND MERRIER. 

King of kings (in the Black Knight orbiting in a lower Earth-Orbit) these are the Seraphim. MERRIER are the Procyon 
o TERRIBLE UNLIMITED NANO ANTENNAE part of the chemtrails agenda – facilitates 5G which is nothing less than a form of 

microwave oven for all living things.  Affecting the animal brain as well as the trees. Your ignorant and or cloned people 
you have voted in are responsible for enabling the off world agendas 

o EARTH TERMINATION  ROBED – disguised  
o  
o  not the fat faced one  
 

7 22 2 a) Yrez encontre amis de.  anger against friends  (Of anger against friends.  Catalonia or Iberia in Spain) 
READ: SECRETARY MEAD RE-CANTOR: singer, singing the quatrains as quatreins... TO  UNDERMINE, MIRROR’D DEMON in Last Supper 

 DERN /Dahl  CENTRES TREE CODE METRIC IN MEAD'S TRANCE, ERECTS MY Nostradamus  MIND ZONE 
MALODOUR DERO OGRE MANIC ANU GERONIMO IN D.U.M.B; FORMED CERN;  INTER NUCLEAR FURNACE 
 

2 39 2 Germains, Gaulois, Hefpaignols pour le fort: (Germans, Gauls, Spaniards for the fort: 
FAR-SEEING HELPFUL ORNAMENT Nostradamus  IN SUPER TIME GATES OR UISOR RING PROPOSES: 

SLAG-OFF ROUGHER EDGES (make it rounded at the edges) 
 FOOLING PURGERS...  

TURNING OFF: REPULSES IMPERIAL MANIPULATOR  ILL-USING GORGONIAN ORGONE AGGRESSION. 
 

7 10 1 Par le grand Prince limitrophe du Mans By the great Prince Sirius bordering orbiting le Mans, all mankind 
Da Vinci    RIDDLER SAID "TO USE MIRRORS AT CULPRITS  SCALAR PROTEUS  APPREHENDING"

IMMORTAL GRUMPIER ANU REPTILIAN (PROTRUDING IMPERIAL) MODERN RICH DIPLOMAT INTRUDER DRACO GREMLINS 
(HUNDREDS IMPREGNATED NIGHTMARE) RANDOM MURDERING RIPPER RAPTURE IN ANARCHISM ARCHONIC CHAOS. 
DEPLORE INDUSTRIAL MADMEN MILITIA "DART" IRRADIATIONG CAULDRON, LECHERING MAP, PREACH HELPING 
AND SEE SLIM PERPENDICULAR PINNACLE NAMING EMPIRICAL:  INSPIRED CERN MARTENferret NEED IN SHEEP/2015 

 

cope,coping  a builder’s term for the protective top member of a vertical construction 

2 96 2 Pres de la fin & principe du Rofne:  
Near the end and beginning of the Rhone: Allan Webber Template  

RESPONSE FINE POPULAR LEADER/President SLAIN.  
 SOUNDER PRINCIPLES FAILED 

U.N FEDERALS INFLATE PERIODIC PERSON UNREPOSED.  
 RICE AS FINAL PRESIDENT ENCRIPTS EPIC FINALE 

CAPELLA SPIDERS  UP  INFERNAL  PERPENDICULAR  PINNACLE: 
pinnacle vignette INFLUENCE CRIPPLES  OPULENCE  FINANCES  
o noting that capela in Latin means “the coping” – see “coping” above. 
Capella (the goat-kid) is a star in Auriga, but see the spider next to skull 
END DRIED UP INFIDEL FELON (IS PRESIDENT DEPLORER) that 
would be Soros OR ENDURE PLUNDERED PROP. plundered nature 

 
 quanto più ne piglier anno manco n'aranno;  pigliare to take, grab 

the English: tell [them] the more/longer they miss/don't  take  [the deduction of] year round [annuals] ...  
PARANOIA MOANING NOUU:                       CLANKING  IOU ON INANE PREPARATION,  KNOUUING   

NON -NEUUTONIAN non scientific ELITE NAPALM PINNACLE volcano CROAKING ON PAPER (Earth’s) MANILA.  
 – KEEN ON ANGLO-NORMAN UNION  ANGEL NOUU ALTERING ANNA KARENINARussian ROGUE GENIAL CROOK  PUTIN

PUTIN KNOUUING MUCILAGE~APRON /atmosphere PERIL  APRIL
o MUCILAGE/APRON mucilage means the biosphere in particular the soil part of it and apron means the atmosphere. We 
have seen evidence of Putin’s attitude towards genetically manipulated organisms and chemtrails  
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o CLANKING YOU without researching medieval idioms, one imagines ‘clanking’ something similar to a smack over the   
      back of the head. It could be saying KING CLANS which would also fit for the non-scientific attitude of the elite  
1 94 1 Au port Selin le tyran mis à mort, The tyrant Selim will be put to death at the harbour/while porting 
IOU LISTEN TO POETRY LINES =  MOMENTAL TEMPLATE PRINTOUTS... 
MIRROR ALERT: SUPERNORMAL AIMS MORTAL PROTEUS* SLAYER RAY TORMENT.  SUN POTENTIAL TERMINATOR 

*PROTEUS:  
“At that time, a critical situation ensued when top-secret, ultra-powerful HAARP transmissions powered by  
*Proteus particle accelerators went haywire and ripped open "portals" or vortexes in our time-space continuum:  
vortexes which reportedly allowed creatures from either other dimensions or other time frames of THIS  
dimension to enter into OUR world, here and now. As wild as this sounds, sober and credible sources indicate it is  
completely true.  
On another topic: our source also informed us that these lunatics in our federal government and military  
are directly responsible for SERIOUSLY DAMAGING our SUN.” http: // www. drunvalo. net /hayesltr. htm 

 

1 100 4 Mourra toƒt grand, & ƒinera la guerre.   Much wounding/death and sine war 
ANGULATE  MIRROR GRADUATED AT "GUARD"= GUARD IOUR NATURAL REAR GANGLION MOTOR NEURONE NERUES 
" And then there is the problem of having multiple versions of the same story, which included not only Disney productions, but 
even the Bible. 'Magic Mirror on the wall' is actually used in SOME stories and 'Mirror Mirror' is used in other stories. It is not so 
much we are getting it wrong, it is that we have been exposed to multiple sources at different times in our lives and have heard 
people recall those details in different ways. 
continues: 
I understand that some want to blame the D-Wave quantum computer as being responsible for  
tying universes together with adverse affects, but there is actually no evidence that those  
machines even work the way their creators think they do. According to a New Scientist  
publication entitled The Quantum World, the President of D-Wave, Bo Ewald said, "We’re not in  
the business of trying to prove whether it's quantum or not," which is a mind-boggling statement  
since they're selling the device as a quantum computer. 
(Source: paranormalnews.com; September 3, 2016;   http://tinyurl.com/hrkpy4d) 
 

"In summary: Hurtak's Keys of Enoch ( www.keysofenoch.org ) outlines how and where the 'Great White Brotherhood' will 
'Externalize' and appear as our 'Masters'. 12 specially created artificial time portals have been made by aliens and human 
hyperdimensional physicists to enable the chosen few to escape the wrath coming to earth which will kill the masses, which 
according to him will be through solar flares and diseases. The chosen ones will escape through the time portals and then act as 
'planetary Adams' to repopulate other planets. 12 time warp areas have been created as a twin force of matter and anti-matter, 
creating a mirror like image there to alter our physical reality. One of the time warp areas on Hurtak's map is central Australia. It 
is not known if he means Ayer's Rock or Pine Gap though. Though as he has Lop Nor in North China and it has a base connected 
to Pine Gap it's possible that's the place he means. The others are Britain, Egypt and Israel , Mexico/Central America, 2 in South 
America, Turkey, Tibet/N.China, Russia by the Arctic and 3 in Nth America.  
It has been said that Hurtak was under the pyramid talking to one of the Egyptian 'gods' using Hebrew.  
'Enoch' explained how the Great White Brotherhood govern the 'people of God' in the 12 time warp places which allow the 
magnetic fields in the meridians of the earth to be activated. These ETs activate the Earth's magnetic spectrum and 
electromagnetic fields.  
The new crystalline field of Light Codes will establish itself over the remnant seed who still remain in the flesh, (presumably after 
the world is zapped ... 
“Alex Collier 14 years After the Ground Breaking 1994 Interview  
''CORPORATIONS ARE RUN BY A PROGRAM, AN E.T. PROGRAM'' IT DOESNT MATTER WHAT PEOPLE THINK [ABOUT E.T]  
“WHAT IS REALLY IMPORTANT -?- FAMILY AND FRIENDS.  QUESTIONS IF HE HAS MADE ANY DIFFERENCE IN THE WORLD?  
recommends DISCLOSURE PROJECT.ORG and black projects – who is managing?  “nobody has ever read the NSA charter 
WHO CAN AUTHORIZE E.T CLEARANCE TO THE PRESIDENT – THOSE ARE THE SECRET [SHADOW] GOVT  
AND WE ARE PAYING FOR THIS, BUT NOT DERIVING THE BENEFIT  
“JOHN F KENNEDY: ABOLISHED SPECIAL OPERATIONS COORDINATING GROUP. jfk 1111.0 ex order TO PRINT INT FREE MONEY  
has not been repealed MCKENNA (UK) FOUND ABOUT IT  
THEN JOHNSTON REINSTALLED THIS GROUP  
“WE DONT NEED THE SPACE SHUTTLE, WE HAVE NOT NEEDED IT FOREVER  
“LET US JUST RELEASE THE FREE ENERGY – THE DOLLAR IS DEAD ANY WAY  
“IT COMES BACK TO THE AMERICAN PEOPLE – HALF OF YOU DONT EVEN VOTE (not that that means anything)  
“NEED TO HOLD THE FED ACCOUNTABLE – NEED TO REMIND THEM WHO IS IN CHARGE – THE PEOPLE  
“WE ARE [all] READY NOW FOR MORE INFORMATION...  

quotes "A HALL OF MIRRORS WITH A FLOOR OF QUICKSAND" 
from MANNEQUINN by James Casbolt. 1990 Reading, Berkshire- Denefield school 

"Mirror Entities ,  and Artificial Intelligence 
1) Each individual in these types of programs ( IBIS ) is assigned one ‘mirror’ entity. 
2) The first physical connection will occur during a portal connection ( see Looking Glass event-1982 Penang, Malaysia ). 
3) The Mirror Entity will continue to periodically torture the individual in various ways to allow easier fracturing of mind for CROSS-
OVER and OVER-SELF cloning procedures ( see Looking Glass event above ) 
8) If the Mirror Entity is victorious, it will gain full control over the mind and body of the individual permanently. 
If process 8 occurs, the Mirror Entity will infiltrate human society posing as the original human. 
The Mirror Entity will have full awareness of what it really is and will exist as a shape shifting being of unnatural type. 
12) Be advised- Both the individual’s and the Mirror Entity’s consciousness are essentially trapped within the A.I machine.         Page 9 
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This process occurs and the other being and I are forced into this alternative body. The reality can only be described as two beings 
trapped inside a tight dark space, screaming to get out and struggling against each other for survival. As this new body is infused with 
more alien DNA than human/Pleiadian [negative Pleiadian] DNA, I lose this psychic struggle and become 'locked' in an area of my 
mind.  
I am now barely conscious but the part of me that is conscious is screaming to get out. 
The alien’s consciousness has more control over the new body, however this Mirror Entity is trapped too and under control by the AI 
system, so the alien is screaming to get out as well. As I said, this is a diabolical process!" 
4126? did they repair the calendars... the doc said many times that 3797 would be the end of our Earth, if the calendars were 
repaired would that mean 4797.?  
Helen Parks 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_HskzZqdUMs&t=8s  
Time Traveler From 4126 Brought Back Future Technology  
What i find totally improbable is his use of vocabulary – he sounds modern and current.  
Look back 20 years and think how word meaning changes, so imagine how words would morph in another 2,000 years! 
When all these "time travellers" say time travel was invented in 2028:- I published how to make a time machine last week -  
(in February 2018) the FULLBODY TRANSPORT SYSTEM patent by google.com - pretty sure it is still 2018 as we know it. 
He failed to describe the sensation of returning... the feeling is a quite contradictory sensation of "chilled horror" combined 
with intense burning heat, so hot it is freezing. I was allowed only to feel the lower part of my body on a return trip.  
They can keep that from now on. 
'bitcoin lasts for over 2000 years' ? Bravo Sierra on that one. 
Nostradamus is a time traveller. As was Da Vinci. Nostradamus really died overhead in my skies over Canberra NSW Sept. 
19 2011 (ABOUT 8 35PM AND YOU CAN FIND THAT ON ASTRONOMY PROGRAMS) when an E.B.E  "overloaded the 
propulsion system" of the planetoid.  The E.B.E was complaining that humans do not deserve souls. The doctor was then 
quickly returned to July 2nd i566 and was found dead standing up. He has visited me six times by various types of stage 
gate travel. Da Vinci came once (but i did not know who it was) in their cronus visor, and an E.N.E another time (the 
"steersman")  and why raise the subject of Nostradamus in this video inthe first place?  
Almost as if they want to debunk something... 
The proof of Nostradamus being a time traveller sits in the Last Supper. Da Vinci painted him in (he is the one pointing up) 
several years BEFORE Nostradamus was even born. Also Putin is hidden in the Last Supper as well. Twice. 
Jump Rooms have been used for decades - also called A.R.C. Aerial Reconnaissance Chambers.  
The narrator never mentions any kind of free fuel that the elite have had since 1934 - so he must be an illuminati front man. 
2 72 1 Armee Celtique en Italie vexee  
EQUIVALENCE ME: (Nostradamus) EVINCE EERIE LATE EXIT  

(equals me:  unique of all deaths September 19 2011)  

2 72 2 De toutes pars conflit & grand perte:  
PROTAGONISTS DETECTED: D.E.F. PULSE UPSETTING  LOAD  FACTOR      

(of the space planetoid) REPRESENTED PRE POST FUNERAL  
2 72 3 Romains fuis,o' Gaule repoulsee.  
ANOMOLOUS PERILOUS SIEGE – PLEIOMEROUS ALIEN ARGUE SOULS 

POSE GLAMOUROUS LEISURE  a Mantis or the two brained Zeta he rod. 
2 72 4 Pres du Thefin,Rubicon pugne incerte.Au  
IS GHEBER BEG RESCUE: PUNCTUATION HERE UNDERPINS [foundation] 

CURE see 1 50 3 pairs ELICIT  ELITE  QUA [that already stated];  

EQUATE ICE  TAURUS  TIL  I (from May to  Oct 31 or December 18,19,20)…   

Celtic [German] army vexed in Italy 

1. EQUAL EVINCE ME, [Nostradamus] LATE EERIE EXIT  
1. EQUATE NICE EXAM, RELIEVE (you of) ELITE  
On all sides conflict and great loss: 
2. ANGEL RESTARTS UNPROTECTED ANGLE OF DIP [orbit in] OS   
Romans fled,  oh Gaul repelled! [them] 
3. PLEASES  Cygnus  SURE IS ALUMINIFEROUS  UR GOOSE,
PLEIOMEROUS ANALOGUE (analogy to the alien with "many 
parts", two brains ?) or to the forum WHAT ARE THE CHANCES  
because I have lost count of the OS SPIN lines. 
Near the Ticino, Rubicon uncertain battle. 
4. NICE SUPER HEROIC BENIGN UP: FURTHER your EDUCATION 
with these texts and NICE BEGINNERS  (the hybrid Matriarchal generation)  

  

see also 1 37 4 the bridge (stage gate) and the grave both in foreign places.   This is a direct reference to where and how Nostradamus  died 
10 24  4  Sauf coup de feu barril liqueur d’abeille. « Bees » = Ursa Except (for) the  late (recent)  bees  barrel  blast 
: this refers to the space “station” implosion seen by me Sept. equinox  2011 in which Nostradamus says   
“YOU SAUU ME  DIE” 4 31  4  in  the “CANIS CANARE” forum      bees  barrel is alkhemye for Ursa Major 

2 72 celtiqueitalie  
ELITE ELICIT QUA, [spoken of here]; EQUATE  ICE  TIL I (from May to Oct 31 or December 18,19,20)… see 1 50 3 reiterates  

I [Nostradamus] CITE EQUATE ILL – EAT ICE=QUIET ILL     (left over stuff from chemtrails war weather, and radioactivity)  
1 50 3 continues elsewhere in this forum 

before] BEUROCRATIC R.O. PALS (Andromeda Coumcil) IN FRONT OF [  
IS ELITE BOASTFUL, PRONOUNCE CRAFT [ability to control the weather]  
FREEZING AIR ABERRATIONS UNZIP CENTRIFUGAL FORCE OFF: ELICIT A  QUIET (Celtic Brew date of May 13 – June 9)  

ED: PRE FACE AS I RIG SIGN SUNG IN HENRIQUE /the Epistle to Henri            Pre FACE IS before Scorpio,  
In the Epistle to Henri the ''great translation'' takes place in an October  and C+F+SEAS 
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Helen Parks "I call Bravo Sierra on this one" 

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCVbLBIaKU4uXUJZyciYhqsw
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCVbLBIaKU4uXUJZyciYhqsw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_HskzZqdUMs&t=8s
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCVbLBIaKU4uXUJZyciYhqsw
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCVbLBIaKU4uXUJZyciYhqsw


The original i555 4 28 2 Souz l'efplendeur fera forme occulte:  under the splendor will be hidden shape:  
COMPEL RESOURCEFUL FEARFUL COFFEE COLOURED E.T. DOZEN UP (ANU & alliances)  
SMALL TURN [of Earth] FREEZE (or ZEE FREEZE SMALL TURN of Earth)  
FUEL NO COMPLETE TURN FROZE, FUELS  O, [orbit]  MEAN (Phi) RECURS
4 28 2 Soubz l'efplendeur fera forme occulte:  i557 (line 1. When Venus will be covered by the sun. Our sun being so large 

 DO BULLDOZE OFF-CENTRE  OUT PERFECT, SAFE FROM CERN SPACE PROGRAM OUR CAREFUL ZEE CUBE, CLUBFEET
FOR UNFEMALE SORCERER PRE-MATURE RECTUM OFFENCES: OFF RADON  ZONES  

POET'S SELECTED COFFEE MAKER MEAD A.R.C. RESOURCEFUL CONCERTO REFLECTS FULLER ELECTRON MENOLEA UP 
SEE SMART SPACE SUIT FORUM REFERENCES. FREE ORME FUEL, OFTEN FLOODS, FALLEN ONES CULTURE BEFORE SPACE 
FENCE: SEE COLLATOR'S DERO, TERO COMFORT ZONE=CREDULOUS FORUM OFF COMPUTER. UUARMER CONFUSES 
AFTER ERUPTED SUPER-FAME NAMED BECALMED BED-TENT ADORE-NOBLE.   BLOUU UP COMPLETES COLDER FREEZER
DOZENS OF OBSCURE  ALDEBERAN-FAECES FLEET FORCE RUMOR EFFECTED AT
CRUEL POUUER-CRAZED COUU, CROUU, UUOLF:COMPUTER-CLOUD ANTENNAE TAMPERER. BRAZEN SUN, PERU TREMBLER 
FOLLOUUS COLLECTED, ABDUCTED MEN CLAUSE. AFTER FULL-SPEED PULSED FLUOROSCOPED D.E.F. LEPER-POOR-FOOLS 
o O.R.M.E. has two meanings. Orbitaly Re-arranged Molecular Expression  & Opposing Revolving Magnetic Energy 

which describes the privately owned power sources of the public in India, the very thing your gubber-ment does not want you to know 
o  
o UNFEMALE SORCERER patriarchal satan PRE-MATURE = children     RADON  ZONES bases  where radon powered craft commute 
o A.R.C. jump room RESOURCEFUL CONCERTO the Hidden Texts gained via time travel 
o SMART SPACE SUIT FORUM  was started prior to this one, and is due to be the next one 
o FALLEN ONES CULTURE BEFORE SPACE FENCE. The Fallen Ones were Pleiadian angels  
o TERO COMFORT ZONE the Tero are against the use of time travel and other materiality 
o UUARMER  CONFUSES a warmer Yuletide climate instead of its very cold season
o ALDEBERAN-FAECES FLEET those from under Antarctica will be the "alien attack" 
o  
o COUU, Aldebaren  CROUU, Raven near Leo  UUOLF Lupus, = The Rockefellers 
o COMPUTER-CLOUD ANTENNAE = Blue Mouse Project 
o PERU TREMBLER the Peru Slip (Folio 4 of the website)  – which was slated in the original forum to be April to May-Gemini 
4 26 4 Ciutad trahido per cinq lengos non nudos Citadel  delivered  by five speakers not naked/disguised. 

/orbit IN SHOCKING SUDDEN DANK DARKENING.  UNDULATES  STUPENDOUS CONTORTED ANNUAL
HOT SUPER UOLCANO CONDITIONED QUEER NIGHTS,  DOES NOTHING (first week Dec. 2017 – in Serbia) 

 AND THINK:  
DISCORDANT POLES, (PLURAL) CERN'S CRETINS CONDITIONED RESONATES, CONSTANT HINDERING.                                                      
see the word MIGRAINE in other forums 
o for those ‘flat Earthers’ the word Rotund means ‘almost round’ – super volcano eruptions causing our orbit to change, drastically. The 
sudden darkness would be caused by two things, the orbit in its new ‘ANNUAL’ position and the volcanic pall 
1 50 3 Son bruit, loz, regne, fa puiffance croiftra, His renown, praise, rule and power will grow,  (Putin?) 
1.   ZOO STARS ARC OUR SUN, UNERRING  ZEE, PRACTICAL CLUBFOOT,  OARS, SPACE CRAFT CUBE INTERACTING

REASON  SUFFER FAR OFF FREEZER ZEROES IS TO CLEFT, TORN, UNZIPS STARS, SANS minus PARASITES 
2. PECULIAR  ZASTRUGA FRINGE  ORBIT STARTS    
3. IN CRAZIER CRUEL FROZEN LIFE BAFFLES,  RAZES PATRONIZING REPTILE, AZOIC ALIEN RIFF-RAFF AGAIN  
4. FOUR RACES POISONER- BURGLAR CANNIBAL URANITE CUNNING SATELLITE ARSON ENERGIES  BURN UP SPAIN, 

CALIFORNIA  ZERO LOANS LEFT, USE SCARIER = ZONAL AIR, APPRIZE RUNS OFF FRAIL ONES IN TRAIN CARRIAGES   
5.    CONCUR OUR BRAZEN CRONUS UISOR  TOPAZ  RING SECRET GRACE ONUS PRONOUNCES  FLUENT:  CONFINE 
     
ZEALOUS RUSSIAN COBRA CZAR PUTIN SOUL RELIES NON-GENETIC , CLEAN BLUE AZURE,  TO CUT OFF FUNERALS 
 ZASTRUGA  a frozen fetch, visible to the eye. Plural = Zastrugi 
 AZOIC  having no biological  substance at all, as in an A.I. Android, androgyne or robot. Some grays are like this 
 SCROLL OUT              https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3XZJqKjZRUs     12 54  Names others who said it 

Revelation 6:14 The heavens receded like a scroll being rolled up ... biblehub.com/revelation/6-14.htm 
Revelation 6.1 - 6.17 (English Bible)..The sky receded like a scroll ... https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2vFREM1q7Mg 

         Isaiah 34:4 All the stars in the sky will be dissolved and the ... - Bible Hub biblehub.com/isaiah/34-4.htm 
Isaiah  51:6 - ESV.org  https://www.esv.org/Is34.4%3BIs51.6%3BMt24.35%3B2P3.7%3B2P3.10%3B2P3.12... 
Hebrews 1:12  the heavens are rolled up like an outer garment. 

        The heavens will be rolled up like a scroll | Sci-Bible  https://scibible.wordpress.com/2013/06/15/heavens-rolled-up-like-a-scroll/ 
The Skies Will Roll Up Like A Scroll ! - YouTube                           https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KuoYU_jbCpo 
The Heavens Receding Like a Scroll (Veil between ... - YouTube https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3XZJqKjZRUs 

 so add this quatrain line to the odds
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There are a few "Messages from Pleiadians" videos doing the rounds.  
The very fact they have not been censored should tell you something. 
Here are some of my debates that these videos  are not for real: 
PLEIADES VIDEOS 
first lie: "The Pleiades has seven stars" 
I have no idea why the establishment wants you to think this is true. Of the nine named stars, the ones they tend 
to ignore are Atlas (the brightest) and one of the small ones, variously omitted. These would be fully infiltrated by 
reptilian DNA and it is very strange to omit Atlas.  
According to these texts Atlas, Alcyone and Maia are the compromised societies – so far. 
The Pleiades consists of 40 stars each with a lumin strong enough to be recognised. Of these 40,  NINE are named.  
In olden days (in alkhemye language) these were called “Atlas, (the king) Gran, (the Queen) AND The Seven  Sisters.  
They are named in alpha order as follows : 
Alcyone, Asterope,  Atlas,King  Celaeno, Electra, Maia, Merope, Pleione,Queen Taygeta. 
ONE lie was enough. Not wasting my video time on any more. 
Homer was said to have been of Pleiadian extraction. How was he able to deal with human "auric stench"? 

 

'Pleiadian Message Explaining Everything'             title of a 2 hr video 
Here I have plucked out comments made on this video, stopping halfway through the two hour farce. Much of 
it does contain beautiful information true and pertinent, but when weeding out the planned programming – all 
in all that which sounds good is common sense anyway. 

“Hierarchy” =  a reptilian construct and certainly NOT a Pleiadian custom 
"came 300,000 years ago" – but they, the Anakim, themselves say 450,000  
she makes the new “OWNERS” sound a good thing... slave owners. No one owns anyone 
“share a frequency”  the very thing Plejarens CANNOT DO with us due to our "auric stench" 
"you must make peace and merge with them" (the Lizzies) make peace? So there is a war? 
a free will universe would never say MUST 
"open your eye/s of Horus" = illuminati and listen to her constant reference to The Light 
"stop giving over your authority to YOUR parents" the opposite of the Ten Commandments 
"even tho they do not have bodies like yours (referring to the false Mantis and other non human off worlders which have a 
real input... and the copying of the real Mantids and others) 
"shakra connecting to the gridwork"  ???  See the Hidden Texts about ANTENNAE & Blue Mouse. 

The number 12 is not  of the Living Library, which uses 5 (fingers) 7 (days) 10 (decanate) and the Golden Mean for the Fibonacci 
sequence. Suddenly they begin quoting the Living Library?  

The number 12 base is used for controlling the Living Library – via technology: latitudes, longitudes, hours of the day 
counted/controlled, calendar months in an orbital year, days thereof (there were once 360 in 705BC. An additional 12 has 
been added at October 2013 and we currently have 377+)  
This constant talk of the Living Library is a “copier” protocol used to fool us, just as they do with their actor clone walk-ins, 
which they have done for thousands of years. 

"without human occupants others cannot access the Library "– then please explain the over 220 off worlders which do  use 
Gaia for a Way Station (Bill Ryan articles. See: Elk Hunter's Contact.earthfiles) 
"concentrating on sexuality denies free will" ... thus the gender argument, a reptilian idea, they want us to all be one gender, a 
compromise which excludes breeding our selves. Those from 52,000 years in our future say they have three separate genders.  
The middle one is for Administration of logistics. 

"in the decade of the 1990s"  – huh? 
ʺ “came” to the  U.S.ʺ indicating the narrator is IN the U.S. listen closely, and think how she should have worded it had 
she really been a Pleiadian 
ʺ ʺyour own “channelling” ʺ when the Plejaran themselves know that this is a negative method, warning us they never use 
it - because they use E.S.P.  mind reading This is why they need no kings, nor hierarchy therefrom. 
ʺBRINGERS OF THE DAWNʺ = LUCIFER, CROWLEY...  couldn't help herself, could she! 
ʺI AM  willing to give up difficultyʺ – contradicts what was stated early in the video.  
She describes what is known as Love under Will (which is Crowley again)  
ʺWE WANTʺ are two words not used by real Plejarans. Service-to-self people use these words. 
www.youtube.com/watch?v=0BKJ_m4p4HY 

7 10 1 Par le grand Prince limitrophe du Mans  RID: E.S.A. LORDS PLOTTING NUCLEAR  "HAMMER" ASTEROID ERUPTING 
HELEN MEAD-PARKS: GIRL SPINE-CHILLER TOUUN CRIER, RIDING TRIP IN ROTUND TRIPLE METHOD GOLDEN RING ,  
INSPIRED  EMAILS  DAHL-GUN/sidekick  TIP:  RUNS THE  NOTREDAMUS-DA UINCI  REMINDER  RIDDLERS GRIM. 

  LIGHTING  LAMPS ON "SECRET STEPPED CELLAR TURNIP" IN TRAINING: EARTH DROP TURMOIL PROTRUDING  
PER PRIMORDIAL MAL-ALIGNED  EARTH.  PIN: PUTRID PEDOPHILE RUMP PORN IS DNA RIGOR IN MINOR CHILDREN. 
ARDOUR PRINTING : RAPID TURNING UPROAR IN AN , PIRATING  ALIEN  IMPALER  LORD CHAOS INTRUDING 
TORRID RAINING, RIP-TORN MOUNTAINS  PROMPT CRIPPLING POLAR CONDITIONS    
SHE ALSO PRINTS ULTRA PURITAN  "PRIMED DARLING ADORE PUTIN" MODEL DRAINING THE MORTAL RUIN SUUAMP,   
NOT IGNORANT LIAR TRUMPS INDUSTRIAL INTELLIGENCE HARM-PLANNING  MEDIA CHAOS NADIR  "DIPLOMAT HATS" 
 

 1.PILLAR  (Milky Way) ROLLS  -2. THEIR  ACORN-HELL-STAGE GATE  UUANT: LONER'S HIDDEN LECTURES  EDUCATE:  
EDGAR'S HALL REGARDING RECORDS. HAPPIER DOLPHINS.  DOREAN ORCA (TAU CETIAN P.D.)  HANDLING  MIRRORS 
AGAINST MILITIA POLICE.  ICE AGE IS CLOUDS' SILUER LINING,ARTISAN MADONNA,NIPPLELESS POPE PRIORS, APRON RIP, 
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ROMAN SEUEN HILLS PREPRANDIAL DRACO CLAUSE PLAN IS PERMANENT SOUL DAMAGE,  (HAPPENS TO MILLIONS) 
THIS  GRAND OPERA  MEANS  READERS LEARN TRIMMING PHILANDERER  ELITE (PRIMED CHEMTRAILS) TO DELETE 

 ALERT PLANT INDIAN HEMP CROP, SEED-DRILL THE LAND:  OLD MILL ENIGMA  R.O. GRAND CREATORS DESIGN:
RIDS PROPHETIC RADIOACTIUE  ILLS  CORRUPT URETHRAL  ELITES'  RUNNING RICH ADORE HARM  PLANNED   
MISTER ALARM: HOUSE-GRILLING  (DRAGON'S) HALAL MEAT ADRENAL IMPAIRER  IS STOMACH PORN ADDICT  PLUNDER 
SUPERNORMAL REPTILIAN ENLIL ELECTRON MENOLEA DEMON ATROPHIED PLURAL MEDIEUAL CALENDARS DATE,  
CRIMINAL  MURDERS PRENATAL - PHRASING STORMIER PARANORMAL DIM SHRIMP AIM IMPERILMENT UUONDER   
(SHEEPLE  TRAIN DANGER DESTINIES  IN GEMINI) CHARLATAN PRESIDENT PROUD SATAN SECRETARIES: ALL HATE  
POPULAR PRINCE UUILLIAM, PINDAR PIRANHAS,  DREAMING SERCO CERN TRIUMPHAL  MASTER MISLEADING PROPER 
PEDDLING IMMORTAL.  PITS THIS  NIGHTMARE PLOTTER IDLING UPSTAIRS  PERIPHALS ARM SERAPHIM  IN COPPER. 
EATING G.M.O. – MEASLES NEEDLES-"INNOCULATE NANO", CLONED LEADERS - NEGATIUE  SHOULDERS INNOVATE 
CHANI ANGEL-MICHAEL, POSITIUE PEGASUS LEG,TIME LINES SNARL-UP REPAIR TRAVELLERS, MERIT CHAMPION LATE  
o  DROP TURMOIL   the "dropping of Earth" seen on the Hopi Prophecy rock seems to be in a PIG date. PIG YEAR IS 2019+12 = 2031 PIG
o The word MARCH was here which is PIG date, but PIG could also be BOAR = Ursa Major 
o THE  RIDDLER 'S GRIM: a good description of  the Artisan and the Doctor (both words were here too) 
o PROTRUDING MAL-ALIGNED  EARTH the beginning of Earth moving out 
o CRIPPLING POLAR CONDITIONS  like the Day After Tomorrow   MORNING  IN  ALE = May 12 – June 9  ANNA year of  RAT 2020
o THEIR  ACORN-HELL STAGE GATE  UUANT  this "hell"  is alkhemye for stargate 
o EDGAR'S HALL REGARDING RECORDS: Edgar Cayce's Hall of Records 
o ICE AGE IS CLOUDS' SILUER LINING – being sent (like it always is) to remove the danger to the Living Library 
o  ENIGMA  R.O. the Regency Order of the Andromeda Council
o PREPRANDIAL  prior to having a meal  DRACO /dragon    CLAUSE PLAN  the false treaties exchanging technology for your children 
o PARANORMAL DIM  SHRIMP  the shape shifting ufo that can be a walnut, sea animals like jellyfish for instance and also black cubes 
o PINDAR PIRANHAS: Pindar is the Dragon all others are terrified of. Runs the Vatican & monarchy.  Piranha means eating raw meat 
o  ARM SERAPHIM those hibernating in the Black Knight from "Arm" = Cepheus, King of kings
o  IN COPPER meaning in the date of Libra, but may be also a pun of being safe 'within copper'
o  NEGATIUE  SHOULDERS  the cipher of the 'Shoulder' of Pegasus where those Markabians  allied Military Industrial Media Complex
o  POSITIUE PEGASUS LEG   the cipher of the star Scheat, the little blue-grays of the Elo'im Alliances
o Golden Oar karma league MERIT CHAMPION LATE  earlier lines in the texts said "arriving later" 9 25 2 and that was the 2 5 3 
o E.S.A. European Space Agency U.S.-NASA NUCLEAR "HAMMER" the Hypervelocity Asteroid Mitigation Mission  Emergency Response  
 

 

 
J ROD MEANS 15   
the word  FIFTEEN in these texts 
so it has just been discovered 
 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ad3Bb2_vSp8 

 

"the Hidden Texts are at the moment divulging the SMART SPACE SUITS and its secrets. One of which is to prevent a very 
sneaky form of gangrene from being in space too long and another is the E.T. technology which creates "ideal emotions" due to 
serious S.A.D. syndrome. 
The third secret is how human body waste is dealt with while being forced to live in the smartsuit - and that is by a "gelatinous 
graphene membrane"... http://bgr.com/2018/03/08/twins-study-nasa-scott-mark-kelly-dna/    

 

TONY TOPPING LORD GANESH  (visits him) 
 http://zoharstargatetv.com/video/video/2066 
 

 

From a SYLVIE IVANOVA video 
a fascinating thought provoking collection of impossibilities 

The Medieval Knights Armour as EXOSKELETON 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=m_Qthy_p0nc 
 
see the date shows clearly ƚ689, with a number "1" and not an "i" 
so very soon after 676 when  the "i" was changed to a "1" 
look closely at the helmets 
how did they see? 
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1 100  2 OCEANUS ASCENT (or OCEAN ASCENT U.S. – C+F=SEAS) 
1 100  3 NEEDLE RECUPERATES OUTDATED SORE & RELEASE UNTESTED  (into) POORER EDUCATED 
1 100  4 AN UNEVEN  DAMNATORY BRUTE  CAVEAT [the Pact between Orion and USA] 
2 100  1 HORRIBLE ILLNESSES REBUILT -  THORIUM DISEASES MULTITUDES BLEED                                      
2 100  2 VULNERABLE OIL QUARREL NONE GIVEN, BRING QUEUE REBELLION     
2 100  3 SPREADS ADULTERINE DREAD DANGERS, GRANDEST SIN  nuclearization and or 5G 
2 100  4 INVERSED [privies] INVADER ARRANGED ELUDING RADAR RANGE.  (Roswell) using time gates 
3 100  1 GREAT ALIGEROUS [with wings] HORNIER DRAGON OUTGENERAL RESILED HEIR SEND LOUISasteroid IONS 
              GENERATE NO UROGENITAL [greys] EULOGIAS [skull & bones] REGULATE HEROIN 
3 100 1  A.I. “GREATEST  DANGER  TO  EARTH”    
3 100  2 CORRIVATE understand they UXED used VESICATORY VISCERA made the leaky gut syndrome 
3 100  3 NEXT MEMO MEMENTO FORCE EXPLORE MOMENT,  IRE OF CRETE -  MEMNON ROTTER*  

*Personally, I believe that this refers to “forbidden archaeology”, the public not being given the truth: that the 
Minotaur was the result of a genetic experiment and this knowledge is being used now 

3 100  4 DAMN UNREAL IEUUX [loans] AND ARMOUR [military] UXED. 
4 100  1 SELECT: DELAY YOUR IDEAL ICE FIELD CLUE, - FEED EDIFICE [written works] (Ice Field in outer space)                                                                                                  
4 100  2 QUARAN [Book of Other Worlds*] REARMED. QUANTAL FILARIAL DEFAMERS, ILLUMANT ALFILERIA    
             [parasites]*Book of Other Worlds  is the forum 84 Extra Terrestrials 
4 100  3 MADE LIFE MORE URGENT - GUARD GENE TERRORISM     
4 100  4 AIR UUAX (grows) ILL    
5 100  1 BUTO [green serpent] PARTS - OPERABLE PROFANE ARSON  the directed energy darts from the skies 
5 100  2 TRACES GENOMIC CARCASE see Minotaur D.E.UU, directed energy METONIC COMTES [greys] FEUD FED.  
 FED(eration) FEIGNED false COMETS  ARCS  CAR OS   METONIC [19 yr lunar cycle, 2019?] CYCLE. COMING, FEEDING   
5 100  3 TRACE ALPHA~PARTICLES C+F+Proteus ILL -  RAZES USA    
5 100  4 UTTERS TRUEST:  ENTRUSTING NUTRIENTS -  ERUPTING EXCUR.  RUIN NAXOS  
6 100  1 CONSEQUENT TRUE .A. Casseopean-Eloim   ETHNOLOGUES. SHE CHOSE VERSES TRUE SUM                       
6 100  2 GUEST IN MUSIC [verses] ENTREAT TACT -  UNITES FANUM [place of many beliefs – or organ music] SONIC PROOF 
6 100  3 BIG IGNOBLE BARBARIN [Arnie?Bankster] CONSULT MOON, SUN, EQUATORS PRIOR TO ARAB CULT (Muslims). 
6 100  4 QUOTES FILTER ALIQUOTS [several] SECRETS.  CREATES  ARTIFICE AFTER SATIRIC FRACTILE  
              CORE QUIETS, RICE QUOTES COQUETRIES -  QUOTES  RICE QUAIL/first week in April 
7 100   was lost to damage having been stashed "rendered to Vulcan" behind the fireplace. 
8 100  1 ABANDON AMPERES POUUER,5G POUR ABLE  MODERN POUUDER, (T98 paint) ABNORMAL DNA 
              E.M.P. LABOUR SPANNED  D/Oak date June  CALENDAR (chemtrails) (train danger mid anna) 
8 100  2 PAULS UNSTABLE LUPUS BASE. BAN UUEALTH  -  PARABLES UUASH [Cetain/Pakistan feet] 
8 100  3 REPUTED DETOUR REROUTED. PREVIEUUED DANGER OF PORT.  JEOPARDY DEPRIVE VIEUU 
PRAY.  I am thinking this could be to do with the approaching meteors or Tellinger's abduction 
8 100  4 ABHOR FATEFUL SUFFLATED SULFATED HAARP** BOND,with chemtrails PURIFORM DEFAULTS ADULT        
              DNA FORM - - ABANDON   Is there a connection between chemtrails and the HAARP?                                                                              
9 100  1 STARUUISE URANITES [of the heavens] NEVUS UUARTINESS certain greys  REARS UP - REUNITES ENNUI 
[for ever].                ASSURES UNITE SUPER ERA                                      
9 100  2 AEOLUSfather of the windYHWH TURNED, FLEE INDENTURE.OCCIDENTALwestern RUIN, FEEL NAUSEA IN TURN 
9 100  3 NEFAND [nefarious] CHERUBIN [greys] FLEUU BIRCH/Earth [Bercana date Xmas]  HENCE FUEL ENRICH FEUU    
               .  GRAAL (Grayle): ENGLAND COOLER -  FEAR GRAND BURIAL   
9 100  4  U.N JEER  ACTIVE AVIAN [flu/flyer] INJURER, RUIN REUBEN (Aquarius). RIOT BURN, EVICT                                                        
10 100  1 ENLARGED PRIMES ARE NAMED - ARGENTAL [silver] ANGEL REAPPRAISER (Eloim)  REPRIMAND                                                  
    DAMPEN* EPIDERM [skin] GENDARME, [greys] REPRISE SIR. Marduk 
10 100  2 SINCE ESOTERIC TEMPO (time) DISSECTOR CORESIDENTS PLAN USED PRESELECTIONS POEMS   
                [eg: Hitler] NOSTREDAME SILENCES OUTSIDERS      
10 100  3 TAMPERER ASCEND, REGRET ASEPSIS DANGERS. Sodium ascorbate repairs sepsis (not ascorbic acid 
10 100  4 RENNES (EN=EA – SEER) TRANSPOSERS* NNE (Pole shift)  IN TRANSPOSE SUSTAIN PATRONESS  
*transposer= time machine    or the “movers” of the poles      10 100 4 features on page 1 
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RUSSIA BEGINS FEEDING THE WORLD 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=59k9Q-kopmQ&feature=em-uploademail  
 

ET AND THE FOUNDING FATHERS 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ICM8MVCtQow&feature=em-uploademail 
 

FIGHT HARMFUL 5G 
FARADAY CAGE https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=P4UdozjyLlA&feature=youtu.be  

          https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fOJKcvFzJU8  T98 PAINT and GPA Mesh 
 

https://www.msnbc.com/hardball/watch/poll-67-support-assault-weapons-ban-1166076483662  
"This bullying did not work here in New South Wales. We had a rural regional vote and to everyone's astonishment over 50% of voters 
put the SHOOTERS PARTY in power. (It was nearly 52%). That means that when i go shopping - more than one out of every two 
adults i look at voted the Shooters Party in/"  

 

Very early when working on these hidden texts there was a distinct warning to the collator to recognize the 
difference between SERAPHIM and  SEPHIROT – and here is the reason: 

https://www.dylanlouismonroe.com/sephirot-map.html    
"There may be benevolent and progressive factions within some of these societies,  but typically, the good guys 
find themselves aligned with the lower tiers of the hierarchy, and Evil tends to gravitate towards the top. 
This is the power structure that Trump, Q anon, and the White Hats  are up against, and like Q has repeatedly 
said… “These people are sick!!!” 

Q ANON turns out to also have been infiltrated and is now controlled opposition, just as wingmakers were. 

 

noting that the term White Hats  carries a question mark in these texts so, 
like the wingmakers  and many others, it seems they (the  White Hats)  
will become or are already infiltrated and corrupted 
 
SEPHIROT MAP OF THE PHARAONIC DEATH CULT 
 
“No one said taking out a 6000 year old death cult would be easy.” 
 
The Sephirot Map follows the evolution of an occult belief system that 
relishes in human sacrifice & war, and uses banking as a tool for global 
domination.   
 
It covers a period from biblical times through 1913. 
 
The supreme deity of this cult goes by many names; Baal, Moloch, 
Lucifer…   
Pindar 
 
 

 

WHAT NBC CUT FROM PUTIN INTERVIEW 
https://www.facebook.com/inthenow/videos/987590074724695/ 
 
"The Purpose of Scapegoating Russia In early 2017, journalists 
Jonathan Allen and Amie Parnes published a book called 
Shattered: Inside Hillary Clinton’s Doomed Campaign. Largely 
based on interviews with insiders from Hillary Clinton’s failed 
2016 presidential campaign, the book was an attempt to 
analyze why she lost. The insiders agreed that Clinton had 
trouble providing a plausible explanation to voters as to why she 
was running other than that she simply wanted to be president. 
They also noted her trouble connecting with average Americans 
and her failure to campaign in certain rust belt areas that Trump 
ultimately got support in. The book also states that within 24 
hours of Clinton’s loss, members of her campaign had decided 
to home in on the excuse of “Russian interference” to explain 
away her humiliating defeat." Frank Pastuck March 17 at 4:11am 

THE NEW HEAVENS  APPEAR IN THE FOLLOWING: 
RECEDED     Rev 6:14 
DISSOLVED  Isaiah 34:4 
ROLLED UP  Heb 1:12 
SPIRALS PLANETS              1 50 3 
EARTH DROP TURMOIL    7 10 1 RAPID TURNING UPROAR  PILLAR  (Milky Way) ROLLS 
STARS SPIN CONTRARY    2 73 4 
TORQUED ALL PLANETS  10 100 4 
IS TO CLEFT, TORN, UNZIP, SCROLL OUT   2 72 
COLOSSAL SPAN CONTORTED    a Da Vinci line     
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=59k9Q-kopmQ&feature=em-uploademail
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ICM8MVCtQow&feature=em-uploademail
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=P4UdozjyLlA&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fOJKcvFzJU8
https://www.msnbc.com/hardball/watch/poll-67-support-assault-weapons-ban-1166076483662
https://www.dylanlouismonroe.com/sephirot-map.html
https://www.facebook.com/inthenow/videos/987590074724695/


5 89  4  ASTRONOMIES. CONTORTIONS  FEARSOME FREEMASONS. CONTROLER FEAR REAL AFORETIM[E]. 
ECONOMISTS.LEARN.FEARS.ELEANOR'S(Eng Queen from Aquitaine).EMOTIONS LEANS.ON. 
1 21 3 En vain troubles ne l'oferont toucher  
ONE TO CONSULT  VULNERABLE NET E.T. CONTORTIONS OF OUR EARTH IN FEBRUARI ELEVENTH/URN (exact same date in 1 6  
1 6 RauenneBreffeTurinVerfeilGauloys … original spelling  
FEELING FEBRUARY ELEVEN YEAR OANNES REFUTE UFO ENTER,  IS  SINGULARLY VULNERABLE UNIVERSE  RE-TURN 
While searching the word CONTORT (of the universe) in my files I came across this – recall James 
Casbolt is Ninurta reincarnated – released from the Saqqara Tomb of the Bulls "half-mad"...  

The life and times of Michael Prince- Part 2 

by James Michael Casbolt 

October 31st ( Halloween ) 1984- Yucatan  Night of Samael 
I am led into an underground chamber in the temple. I am told before hand this event will be 

apocalyptic and these type of rituals will decide the fate of the world in many ways ( rituals to 

bring about the end of the world- the old order being replaced ). The structure of the large 

chamber is a pyramid shape. An altar is in the middle of the room with two pillars on each side of 

the altar. 

Flames burn on top of each altar. Four men in dark robes stand in each corner of a geometrical 

shape on the floor ( a circle with a something in the middle ). I am taken and stood in the middle 

of the circle. I am directly underneath the point of the pyramid above us. They start to chant and 

I can feel an entity being drawn down into the pyramid and into my body. I try to fight it but the 

chanting grows louder and I can't fight it. 

This night is a test. The test involves ascertaining whether the multi-dimensional entity being 
brought down into the temple can be controlled. As I stand in the middle of the circle, the 

chanting from the people in robes grows louder and I feel myself being forced out of my body. The 

next thing I am aware of is looking down on my body from the air over fifteen feet above my body.  

I see my body start to contort and spasm as it physically grows taller and bigger andxxxxxxx 

I start to freak out about my identity when this happens, but I know I'm me and I'm here in the 

air and this thing is down there. We are two separate lifeforms. I relax and calm down when I 

realize this. I also realize something else now. I seem to be able to control this thing down 

below, like a puppet under remote control. I can make him walk forward towards the guy in the robe 

near the left hand side of the room. I make the entity walk backwards and then I make him sit 

down. The entity inside the body wants to work with me and he is under some kind of strict rules 

now he has come to this place in a disembodied state. He was compelled to come here and is 

compelled to follow my commands. The whole power thing comes to mind that Dr Green taught me.  

I start to think of all the things I could do with this body. 

Three blond women are brought into the chamber by black clad men with dark plastic face 

masks on ( same type worn by security who guarded us in Canadian facility ). The women are 

brought to the front of the altar and put down on their knees. A psionic struggle between myself 

and the creature now commences in my body as the creature tries to pull forward to attack the 

women. Four men in robes join in with the psionic struggle with chanting and arm waving. I manage 

to take control of my body during this process and come back into my body, which then goes back to 

normal. Myself and the women are then taken up the stairs to the left of the chamber by the 

security guards. I am exhausted. Put in a jeep and driven to a helicopter.  

Next memory is at some kind of airport in a room with Germans, Americans and British men. Papers 

are signed regarding my transportation back to the UK. 

Scientific note- 

U.K Brighton 1984- MK WHISPER initiate 

Instead of having my experiences in Canada, Malaysia, South America and Mexico presented 

to the world's media, I come back to the UK with my memories erased of ever being in those 

countries. Now I am back in the UK, I spend time at a flat on the end of Fourth Avenue     ( may 

have been fifth ave- not 100% sure ) in Brighton. This is my 'godmother's' flat, a woman named 

Jean Greer. Across the road on the corner is some of MI-6 processing centre. 

Now I hear you asking "what has this got to do with the price of fish"? 
Have you been paying attention to the words "Manchurian Candidate" and "clone" and "walk-in"? 
Do you see now how the satanic rites produce those which at our first glance appear to be "normal". 
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from ALIENS LIE  WEAKNESSES LASSITUDES 
There are three major 'collaboration' elements on earth: 
the Bavarian Lodges, 
the CIA-NSA-Rockefeller agencies, 
and the 'Nazi' forces within the "New Berlin - 211" base network beneath the mountains of Neu Schwabenland, 

 Antarctica.
Agents of the Bavarian Lodges AND the German-immigrant Rockefellers DO work together within the CIA [Central 
Intelligence Agency], NSA [National Security Agency], UNO [United Nations Organization], and NWO [New World 
Order] agendas. The establishment of the Antarctic bases may have been the idea of the highest-ranking Nazi's rather 
than the Rockefellers, although the Bavarian lodges [Illuminati, Thule, Vril, etc.] WERE involved, however there are 
many indications suggesting that the Antarctican, Bavarian, and Rockefeller agendas are increasingly merging with 
each other, suggesting that all three are now working together, at least to some extent and especially at the higher 
levels. 
There seems to be a "serpent cult" at work at the very highest levels of these three groupings composed of humanoids 
and reptiloids operating as part of a marriage of convenience, in that the Reptiloids/Grays need the political-economic-
social [ist] -military-industrial connections of the humanoids to gain footholds within human society and the 
humanoids need the implant/spacecraft/mind control technology to implement their "New World Order". 
The lower levels of the Bavarian-NSA-Antarctican factions may seem to be in conflict with each other, however 
where this exists it may all amount to a Hegalian-Machievellian type manipulation imposed by the higher levels of the 
Draconian hierarchy in order to keep the lower levels compartmentalized and therefore more easily controlled. 
Occasional 'purges' have been carried out to root-out those who are not 100 devoted to the cause. In America there are 
fifth-column 'saboteurs' within the Patriot-Militia movements who are the supporters of "White Supremacy 
Americanism". Whether knowingly or unknowingly these agents work for something called "The Order" [of the 
Fourth Reich]. 
Part of their mission is to divert attention from the Draconian-Orion-Ashtarian and Bavarian-NSA-Antarctican  
" " agenda and to an over-emphasized 'Zionist' “threat” based on the forged 'revelations' within the New World Order
PROTOCOLS--OF ZION document.                            (Suggestion by the collator to go read the Vatic Protocal) 
There are indications that the Bavarian occult lodges, the CIA-NSA agencies, and even the Antarctican factions have 
fed the Patriot network with RACIST and therefore anti-American ideologies meant to fragment and discredit the 
Militias and make them out to be neo-Nazi fanatics. In this manner several of the patriotism-based militia groups have 
been 'corrupted' and have defeated their very purpose, that is to defend a Constitutional republic wherein "all men are 
created equal". - Branton) 
7) Throughout and prior to this, the open computer communications link will be operational for continued 
PSYCHOLOGICAL INTERROGATION.  
8) At some point in time -- again resting upon battle status, THE DEPLOYMENT OF OFFENSIVE FORCES WILL 
BEGIN. This deployment should be done in a near instantaneous manner under certain special conditions that can be 
discussed.  
9) The weapon system should be kept powered up throughout. In this manner, the disks will be made to stay airborne. 
They cannot land in the interval the system is powered.  
10) When the weapon is used in one specific power mode, in addition to continuous discharge on the disks that are 
airborne and the ground based weapons, THE MIND CONFUSION AND DISORIENTATION WILL BUILD IN 
THOSE PERSONNEL AT THE BASE AND UNDERGROUND.  
At the end of four to five weeks or less, all weapons should be totally discharged and power out on the bases. Most 
personnel if not all, will be totally incapacitated. THE FEEDING FORMULA WILL BE DOWN AND IT'S 
CRITICAL PROCESSING RUINED. ALL [alien] EMBRYOS SHOULD BE DEAD AND ALL HYDROGEN AND 
OXYGEN CONSUMABLES DEPLETED. 
(Note: This is of course speaking in 'conventional' warfare terms, however one must balance this by taking into 
account the psychic-supernatural aspects of this conflict scenario as well. In such an event the chaplain may be of as  
much importance as a commanding general himself, especially in regards to reinforcing within ground troops the 
mental-spiritual attitude necessary to counter the 'fear' projected by alien sorcerer and psychic warfare specialists via 
occult-technology. Maintaining a state of absolute confidence and 'faith' in one's ability to establish a victory over the 
aliens is essential in that if one's confidence is broken as a result of psychic attack, then it would be very difficult to 
even make an attempt to follow through to final victory... the battle is already lost. 
Other possibilities should also be considered in a future assault on this major Nexus of alien activity. For instance, if 
the extent of the base is much deeper and wide-spread then previously believed -- via interconnected caverns and 
shuttle terminals -- then these facts should be brought into the scenario as well. For instance the 'aliens' might escape 
'through the tubes' to other installations. Even if this does occur this major basing complex can be fully taken by 
human forces, and then used as a 'staging' area to initiate attacks -- in alliance with other humanoid cultures 'below' or 
'above' who are also at war with the 'Draconian Collectivist' Reptiloids and Grays -- against their various strongholds 
which undoubtedly exist throughout the 'inner realms'. - Branton)                                                                       Page 17 



 SUMMARY 
It is important to note that the initial implementation of the computer communications WAS NOT INSTIGATED 
FOR THE PURPOSE OF TALKING TO THE ALIEN FOR THE 'FUN OF IT'; BUT WAS DELIBERATELY 
INSTIGATED TO USE AS A TOOL TO STUDY, IN DEPTH -- LONG TERM WITHOUT PHYSICAL 
CONFRONTATION -- THE STRENGTHS AND WEAKNESSES OF THE ALIEN.  
"The weapon theory and prototypes were built to capitalize upon and test two KEY and prominent weaknesses 
discovered. This in-house funded program has been expensive, in excess of $200,000; done ON BEHALF OF OUR 
NATION and handled in the best representative manner humanly possible. 
1) The PRIME and weakest area discovered, probed and tested is exactly what they have used thinking it is their key 
strength -- that being THE MANIPULATION OF AND CONTROL OF THE MIND; NOT ONLY OF COMMAND 
BUT ALSO HUMANOID. MANIPULATED IN REVERSE PSYCHOLOGICALLY AND BY THE LANGUAGE 
[COMPUTER] AND DUE TO THE EXTREME OF MENTAL DISTORTION AND INCAPACITY CAUSED BY 
THE WEAPON, IT HAS BEEN FOUND THAT THIS FACET IS FOR THEM A DISASTER AND A DIRECTLY 
VULNERABLE INTEGRATED WEAKNESS.  
2) Though their ships are magnificent, they are also weak -- solely BECAUSE of their method and unique mode of 
flight. They do not have a stable fighting platform 
In the event of jet-mounted beam weapons however, the PROBLEM would be our ability to determine whether these 
craft are friends or foes! The QUEST INTERNATIONAL officials have revealed sufficient evidence to prove that 
either the event DID happen OR that the international intelligence community had collaborated in a massive and 
expensive UFO hoax. Either way, the implications are provocative. - Branton). 
Charge distribution CAN also be discharged. The weapon does this -- even in it's present miniature prototype state. 
The Draconians might, as suggested in the 12th chapter of the book of Revelation, attempt a military attack against the 
U.S.A. in order to prevent the takeover of "their" underground fortresses here -- or an attack after the fact in retaliation 
for such a take-over. The important thing to remember however is that freedom NEVER comes without a price... 
HOWEVER THE PRICE FOR MAINTAINING OUR FREEDOM IS NOTHING COMPARED TO THE PRICE WE 
WILL HAVE TO PAY FOR LOSING IT!!!  
Remember, no matter WHAT trials America must pass through in the future in her efforts to maintain freedom, liberty 
and individuality from the forces of collectivist tyranny, WE MUST NEVER FORGET THAT THE OUTCOME OF 
THIS 'WAR' WILL HAVE A TREMENDOUS IMPACT NOT ONLY ON THE FUTURE OF THIS PLANET BUT 
ALSO ON THE FUTURE OF ALL OF THE COLONIAL WORLDS WITHIN THIS GALAXY WHO ARE 
INTENTLY LOOKING TOWARDS PLANET EARTH AND ESPECIALLY AMERICA -- WHICH IS THE 
'EPICENTER' OR STAGING-GROUND FOR THE LATEST BATTLE BETWEEN THE HUMAN 'FEDERATION' 
AND THE REPTILOID 'EMPIRE' -- TO SEE JUST WHICH WAY THE BATTLE WILL TURN. 
According to several contactees many Federation forces and personnel from the Andromeda and Pleiades 
constellations, and also from Tau Ceti, Procyon and other star systems, are so absolutely devoted to their belief in 
non-interventionism that they have blockaded our Sol system from Draconian-Orionite interventionists who would 
take advantage of this critical and unstable time in earth's history [the close of the 20th century] to claim yet another 
treasure planet -- perhaps the most strategic planet of all -- for their empire. This would have a devastating impact on 
all of the Federation worlds, since this planet and all its chemical-mineral-plant-animal-liquid-genetic-etc., resources 
could be used as a staging world for Draconian attack against other Federation worlds. 
As this is being written, Federation Personnel are fighting and dying near the outskirts of our Sol system, according to 
Contactee Alex Collier and others, in order to prevent this from happening and to prevent continued 'intervention' in 
the affairs of planet earth by the various galactic vermin, scum, parasites, and filth which has poisoned and destroyed 
countless human colonial worlds throughout this galaxy and possibly others. No matter what trials we as Americans 
must pass through in the future in order to defend our nation and our planet from the Draconians and their ungodly 
human "New World Order" collaborators, NEVER forget that we are not only fighting for our families, our 
communities, our states, and our nation. We are also fighting for our planet, our star system, and for OUR GALAXY! 
- Branton) 
"Some of us will be lost in the endeavour that is obvious -- however, done NOW the advantage is gained along with 
new additional technology to prepare for the next stage. 
"The key to overall success is -- they TOTALLY respect FORCE. And with them, the most effective method is to 
stubbornly continue to pick and pull at their defense WITH NO LETUP. Faced with the total loss of a base that has 
taken YEARS to construct, it is believed that their mission WILL be grossly weakened and badly slowed. 
For those who may disagree, just look at the known history of the Reptiloids/Greys in their dealings with human 
beings. One should not be mislead by the apparent "superiority of intelligence" of the Greys, since their intelligence is 
a direct result of the collective mind. Without the 'collective' hive and operating on their own they are mentally 
inferior to human beings, at least on an individual basis.* The Greys have told some individuals that they are 'legally' 
here on earth and in America because of the 'treaties'. Did they 'legally' implant numerous influential men and women 
with mind control devices against their conscious will?  
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Did they 'legally' and permanently abduct untold thousands of men, woman and children to their underground 
bases? Are they 'legally' mutilating and stealing our livestock? 
 

*After reading DAN BURISCH and his dealings one to one with the He Rod this should be questioned (Parks) 

but people forget that there are many "greys". The J-Rod  [FIFTEEN]  has autonomous thinking. 
 

Did an elected Congress 'legally' agree to these treaties -- or was it an Executive branch of government which has 
appointed numerous UNELECTED personnel and agencies, in many cases hirelings of unelected corporate-military 
agendas, who in turn have established 'treaties' with an alien force or forces? Just how 'legal' is the U.S. presidency 
anyway, following the death of John F. Kennedy, IF Lyndon Johnson was an accomplice in a fascist coup d'etat of the 
Executive branch of the U.S. government in 1963? 
For those of you who would question the need to take the offensive against the Reptiloid/Gray strongholds at Dulce 
and elsewhere, let me just remind you of the kind of alien mentality we are dealing with here by relating the following 
three incidents: 
According to well-known Ufologist Brad Steiger, in the book THE RAINBOW CONSPIRACY, co-authored with his 
wife Sherry Steiger, a terrifying incident occurred in 1955. This was one of SEVERAL reports of UFO attacks against 
civilians, civilian airlines and military planes and jets that were documented in the book. In many cases many 
notorious airline crashes were accompanied by UFO activity reported by witnesses just prior to the disasters or 
disappearances. Usually there are few actual witnesses to aircraft related 'disasters' or 'disappearances', however in this 
particular case there was.  
A civilian pilot and his friend were engaged in some prospecting projects near the headwaters of the Agua River near 
the city of Prescott, Arizona. The two men SWORE that they had observed two brightly lit UFOs attack a military 
plane as it directed "some kind of strange beams" at the aircraft, causing it to explode.  
Worse yet, according to the civilian pilot and his friend, when both of the airmen ejected from the doomed and 
burning aircraft and began floating down to the ground in their parachutes, the UFOs swung back around and seared 
the survivors with the same deadly rays, apparently killing them both.  
In an article titled:  
'INCREDIBLE UFO INCINERATION'S: CLOSE ENCOUNTERS OF THE COMBUSTIBLE KIND', researcher 
Larry E. Arnold describes the following terrifying encounters:  
...Of the many episodes involving UFOs and the spontaneous combustion of humans, quite probably the most 
disastrous event [if true] in MODERN times occurred to the African village of Kirimukuya on Mt. Kenya. For several 
nights in June 1954, young Laili Thindu and his shepherd companions listened to the pounding of their neighbours’ 
drums announcing a wedding about to take place on the mountainside. They also watched STRANGE LIGHTS soar 
around this 'sacred' peak in central Kenya. They naturally were startled when bright beams flashed from these soaring 
lights, then concerned that the drums were now silent.  
The next morning Laili learned that 'all the dancers, all the children, all the livestock, -- the entire population of the 
village -- had been seared to death by terrible streams of light from glowing objects,' report Brad Steiger and Joan 
Whritenour in their book , FLYING SAUCERS ARE HOSTILE. 'It was not until Laili Thindu ventured into Nairobi that 
he was able to tell his story to someone who recognized the tale for what it really was: the annihilation of an African 
village by a UFO..."  
In the Spring 1991 issue of UFO JOURNAL OF FACTS, Forest Crawford, a researcher for the well-known MUFON 
aerial phenomena research organization, related his personal encounters and conversations with a man he identified 
only as who was involved in UFO crash/retrieval projects in earlier years.  'Oscar', 
Oscar stated that on one occasion he and his team received an assignment to investigate a disc which had crashed near 
Phoenix, Arizona and was then transported to an underground base in North Dakota. The team descended into the 
deeper levels of the COMTRAPAC submarine base in San Diego where high-security OSS personnel directed them to 
a tube-like shuttle. Entering the shuttle they prepared to "shoot the tubes", and eventually emerged into the lower 
levels of the North Dakota base.  
Once they arrived, they were told that they would not be allowed to visit the surface of the base during their stay. 
'Oscar' viewed the disc which had originally held a crew of three human-like pilots. Two were found outside the craft 
dead from radiation exposure and other injuries, whereas another was found in an injured state within the secured 
conditions inside the craft after the team had succeeded in opening it using a The operation was sonic resonator.  
initially carried out under the direction of Commander Charles Turner, a friendly man who Oscar got along with 
well. However without warning another high-ranking officer who everyone feared and who did not appear friendly at 
all came on the scene.  
While searching for  one thing, as usual, I found another.  
Now that I know what FIFTEEN means, The J-Rod52 described himself as a "J" "Rod" which Burisch explained meant 15th 
(letters on a keyboard) in LEONARDO-Enki-Marduk part Two  found in 1 6 RauenneBreffeTurinVerfeilGauloys 

BRAVELY FREE NEUU  FRINGE FIFTEEN GRAYS ARRIVAL LUNA FOURTH April, SINE BARELY RESERVING UUEARY FLAUUS 
BULLETIN: UUEEVIL BULLIES FLOUT SASAR ENERGY OVER "OUUN  SERFS" BEST NULLIFIER NOUU BREUUS LATER EVENT 
Y-FRONT GURU RA E'YA, BEAUTIFUL AVENGER ONES  GEAR AUUE-FUL UNIVERSE ENGINE RARE UUAVE TURN OFF,  BEGINS  
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 Andromeda GLORY BE VALUE 'BLUEY-GREEN ARRIVAL, LYRAN – E.N.E. FIFTEEN AU NATUREL ALIEN BEING TUUO BRAINS,  
 ENSURE REALLY BUFFERING  INSUFFERABLE  YELLOUU.STONE  VIA OUR BOY [Lad/DAHL]  May/June  Libra  

REFER OVERBEARINGLY  UNUSUAL  UNSURE   these hidden texts relating to the events of the date of 2020 

AUGUR FIERY GRIEF: FALSE ELITE NORSE ATEN FURY TRUE FEATURE IS FOUL GORE GUILE FOR ALL INFANT YOUNG 
RENT TORN FALLEN BOAT , RARE NEUU EON.  FOLLOUUS FERTILE FUNERALS  

TO EVENTFUL ERROR-FREE (IS GRUFFIER 'EYE' ANU REASON) FAVOURS GENTEEL EVENTUALLY 

 
o GENTEEL = the elect,  meek,  righteous 

o  BEAUTIFUL AVENGER ONES those from Cepheus King of kings (the Seraphim in the Black Knight) are also called "BEAUTIFUL 
ELEPHANT" in the Sixaines because Elephant Nebula sits in Cepheus. These Seraphim are somehow connected to Arcturus in 
Boötes too (possibly via Elohim Alliances) but 1 10 2 clearly says "where seven children of the King are held" which follows 
from line 1 that states "transmitted asleep caged in iron/vault" meaning hibernating. The obsolete or Alkhemye name for 
Cepheus constellation is "The King and his seven children".  After collating the Seraphim quatrains the picture is clear. 

o RENT TORN FALLEN BOAT which is always Earth, although the word ISLES is also in this line which means PLANETS 
o SINE BARELY RESERVING this confirms that it is the J-Rod52 Grays, because they do have a DNA epidermal failure 

 and are using sine frequencies to keep in repair. 
o  RESERVING is a pun on keeping themselves in reservation, as well as preserving.
o  URANIA is the Heavens we can see
o = cellars, where in former times during winter the livestock were kept. Flower  could 

mean cauliflower, and leafy parts of beetroot can be eaten, same with turnips but not potatoes.  Do re-search  
 what flowers are edible because there are many... this includes herbs.

o meaning the  joining of Virgo into Libra with  being the Yuletide   (Capricorn) period.
1 33 2 Le grand lyon par ƒorces Ceƒarees     The great lion [pride] with the Imperial forces  
ONLY PENRE FORCES (the Anu) COERCE  ENLARGES RELEASE SLOPING YELLOUUROCK PARKS DANGER,   
RELEASES APRON atmosphere GRANDLY ... DARKNESS, DEAFNESS SPANS PYLON, Milky Way ENDS A.D. EAR~CAR OS, Yule 

 AYSE PREFERRED FEED/SEED SACRED SERAF FRAGRANCES RANGER orbiting PRECEDE DANGER 
noting that OS and CAR might have something to do with Oscar – see previous page 

3 92 4  L'oeil arrache a Narbon par Autour.   The eye all around/all seeing FreeMasons plucked out at Narbonne.   
BORN AN ARCHER, Sagittarian  ARCHAEAN PreCambrian E'A,  ENHANCE EAR Virgo TO CAR Capricorn 
CRANE-HERON CARRHAE (battle) ACHERNAR [Alpha Eridani] ARENA, EARN BUONAPART UUATERLOO CHANCE  RAILCAR 
ANAROBE BRANCH [DNA] Android TO  UUAR ARCANE LEO ARACHNE spider RACE, REACH APRON LAIR APRIL 
If you can handle a short lengthy summary: 
 First - do you believe in the bible?  
Would the first words in Genesis have any meaning for you –  
FATHER: ELOHIM CREATORS///  
no matter what else follows, what do you think they mean? 
First to understand, this is supposed to be guidance for  
those who survived that passing over of the Nemesis system. 
Meaning IN THE BEGINNING - in the new beginning. 
Simply because on the advent of a few of the passings of 
 this solar system - almost nothing is left and humankind 
 either requires a new paradigm or a new genetic tweaking. 
Who do you think does this human “tweaking”? 
According to Alex Collier, Simon Parkes, The Cassiopea 
Files and The Hidden Texts of Nostradmus (and of 
Da Vinci) = all of whom are contactees including  
Anton Parkes, Jim Sparks and myself...  THERE HAS  
BEEN 22 OF THESE GENETIC “TWEAKINGS”/ 
One of each seems to have followed on from each of 
the MAJOR ice ages Earth has experienced.  
“At least 20 of them” (Pr. Alley) 
By some weird coincidence, there are 20 parties 
to the “working Elohim” with two others: 
The Andromeda Council and the Cassiopeans. 
These ice ages are sometimes SENT by the Elohim 
Alliances to preserve and repair the Living Library. 

EXPLAINING WHY ELOHIM ARE NOT THE BAD ONES 
The Hidden Texts have described the 20 various allied  
parties (one of which is Sasquatch) that all have their 
part to play in nurturing the Living Library. 
There is an alphabetical list of these I published. 
Some of these methods are totally alien to us and 
not agreeable to us – but we are only a tiny cog 
in their mechanism. This includes picking up 
people for the furtherance of our own genes. 
To answer the confusion regarding the Electron Beings 
generally known as El or Eleleus.  
They are the MENOLEA which means Electron Being  
disguised as the words ONE MALE. 
There are negative ones (seeming negative to our 
limited understanding). But there are many more 
of them as positive ones, with one interest for us 
that they have much input relating to “soul”. 
There is one man who has been a life-time  
contactee – who has painted the ones he did 
encounter. His images just happen to match 
the descriptions in the Hidden Texts. 
His name is David Huggins and people laugh 
at him behind his back – yet he lives under 
the auspices of those Who Wrote much that 
appears in the bibles intended to guide us. 

10 78 2 Sera a Rome orme aux graces embiaffees:                     The graces embraced - it will occur at Rome: 
noting that Rome and Mt Olympus  (9,470 feet) [Fesulan 6:6  8:16] are more or less next door;      see  SEAS FOAM ROSE  

“It cometh”(December 13th/St Lucy’s day in Sagittarius) this had been the 2012 asteroid, due again 2020 – see  OUR  C.F.+NINETY 
SARRU OGRES FROM AGES AGO BECAME GEMS MEGA MAFIA FOXES, BEFORE MORE FEARSOME GAMES SCAM OBESE 
EERIE URSA BEARS' RAMBO A.I. BEAMS EAGER FOR MASSACRE, ARGUES RUMOUR-SMEAR SORE FAIRER-SEX  RACISM 

 AGREES EXERCISE MORE CAUSE EXAM SEXES BASIS. CUBE ORMUS RING UISOR SAGE FAMOUS R.O. (A.C.) REFEREES 
MESSAGE: AIM M.E. GOO GREASE GEARBOXES CORE AXIS. MIRROR-IMAGE MERRIER FIXES, ROSE MACABRE SEAS FOAM 
OFF SAFE     BRASS-MA/Libra FACE/Scorpio BAU/Sagittarius OS/Capricorn  the year is  OX /2021+12/2033   PAIRS Their "NINETY-SEVEN
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o EXAM SEXES BASIS. The basis for gender would be hormones, such as testosterone 
o SMEAR SORER FAIRER-SEX  saying the female gender is no good, meaning patriarchal is  
o MORE FEARSOME GAMES SCAM  the hunger games 
o RAMBO military industrial media complex  A.I. BEAMS the directed energy EAGER FOR MASSACRE genocide 
o M.E. is also a directed energy field GOO black goo GREASE GEARBOXES the differential we have seen with the "Arm" on the 

gearing    CORE AXIS. The core of Earth (GEM) has become off centre, affecting climate, seas and orbit 
o MIRROR-IMAGE MERRIER those from Procyon who look just like we do MACABRE SEAS radioactive oceans 

  
EMF Shielding Legion...hat $134.99   cap $85.00   

https://emfshieldingaustralia.com.au/ 
 
1 33 2 Le grand lyon par ƒorces Ceƒarees   
OSCAR ENRAGED, YELLS, SANG: DEPLORE CREEPY ANGELS CONFER PREARRANGED FALSE FLAG OF LEPERS OFFENCES 
OFFENDS LEGENDARY GARDENER  GREEN E'YAH-ENKI-RA, FEARS DRAGON NEEDLES PROLE, ERGO ARES DANGERS 
CALENDAR YEAR GOLFER'S CONGRESS REPELS GROCERS FLOG ORGANIC, FREE OF CORE SEED PRESENCE ENFORCED 
o OSCAR who was tasked with retrieval of crashed craft and their living as well as dead bodies, noting these craft would 

have been the "goodies" because it was the "baddies" that crashed them. 
o CREEPY ANGELS would be the fallen ones from the Pleiades 
o GOLFER  how many presidents have been "golfers"? 
o FREE OF CORE SEED PRESENCE ENFORCED  free of genetic manipulation (which is NOT hybrid breeding between the 

same species.) 
o All lines with the words OS and CAR will hold information OSCAR knew. There are 53 such mentions, more than another 

forum indeed.  
 
 
Presage  XIII. Nouembre. CAPEGRANDADRIE 
READ CANDID REAR  last PAGE:  
RAPID RARE CERN ACE AREA DANGER PAINED GRACE – 
PANIC RAGED GARDEN/Earth DARING RACE.  
EAGER A.I. GAINED DREAD ING RIPPED-DEAD,  
RIDE DERANGED DANCER PAD.  
PRIDE noun PACED DIRE GRADE DIP ACRE 
PAIRED: RANCID RAPE AGE IN DAN, REAPER IN CAR,  
REGARD DIRE ACID CARNAGE chemtrails 
RED PIG, APEE, IDEA PAID IN "CANNED ARID AGE RAID" ARE...  
PRINCE ADDER ARRANGED; RAN IN CIGAR 
CARING GARDENER E’A, RADIANCE, AGREED ENGINEER AID:  
REAR past  PADDED AGE GAP  NAG REPAIRED, 
the added one thousand years. NAG year of the horse: 1000, ƚ676, ƚ690/2014 (See FIX THE CALENDARS) 
AND ICE AGE RAINED DARED 
CRINGING DREADED ARCANE PAIR PAIRED (four of SAMAROBRIN ) SAAM, Anak RIB,Leonine  ON Sirius & "R" Vatican Dragon 

PARADED RIDE DIRE CAPED hidden CAREER course AGENDA CAD,  
ADDING DID AIR DERANGE.  

 CARD PA PAIR  APR. REGAINED
Pa is Father In Heaven, paired with Casseopea or with Putin and Casseopea, holding the "last card" 

https://emfshieldingaustralia.com.au/protective-clothing/197-emf-shielding-legion-cap-very-high-level-protection-radiation-head-eyes.html
https://emfshieldingaustralia.com.au/
https://emfshieldingaustralia.com.au/protective-clothing/197-emf-shielding-legion-cap-very-high-level-protection-radiation-head-eyes.html
https://emfshieldingaustralia.com.au/protective-clothing/43-emf-shielding-cap-very-high-level-protection-radiation-head-eyes.html

	4126? did they repair the calendars... the doc said many times that 3797 would be the end of our Earth, if the calendars were repaired would that mean 4797.?  Helen Parks
	Revelation 6:14 The heavens receded like a scroll being rolled up ... biblehub.com/revelation/6-14.htm
	Revelation 6.1 - 6.17 (English Bible)..The sky receded like a scroll ... https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2vFREM1q7Mg
	Isaiah 34:4 All the stars in the sky will be dissolved and the ... - Bible Hub biblehub.com/isaiah/34-4.htm
	Isaiah  51:6 - ESV.org  https://www.esv.org/Is34.4%3BIs51.6%3BMt24.35%3B2P3.7%3B2P3.10%3B2P3.12...
	The heavens will be rolled up like a scroll | Sci-Bible  https://scibible.wordpress.com/2013/06/15/heavens-rolled-up-like-a-scroll/
	The Skies Will Roll Up Like A Scroll ! - YouTube                           https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KuoYU_jbCpo

	'Pleiadian Message Explaining Everything'             title of a 2 hr video
	Here I have plucked out comments made on this video, stopping halfway through the two hour farce. Much of it does contain beautiful information true and pertinent, but when weeding out the planned programming – all in all that which sounds good is com...
	“Hierarchy” =  a reptilian construct and certainly NOT a Pleiadian custom
	"came 300,000 years ago" – but they, the Anakim, themselves say 450,000
	she makes the new “OWNERS” sound a good thing... slave owners. No one owns anyone
	“share a frequency”  the very thing Plejarens CANNOT DO with us due to our "auric stench"
	"you must make peace and merge with them" (the Lizzies) make peace? So there is a war?
	a free will universe would never say MUST
	"open your eye/s of Horus" = illuminati and listen to her constant reference to The Light
	"stop giving over your authority to YOUR parents" the opposite of the Ten Commandments
	"even tho they do not have bodies like yours (referring to the false Mantis and other non human off worlders which have a real input... and the copying of the real Mantids and others)
	"shakra connecting to the gridwork"  ???  See the Hidden Texts about ANTENNAE & Blue Mouse.
	The number 12 is not  of the Living Library, which uses 5 (fingers) 7 (days) 10 (decanate) and the Golden Mean for the Fibonacci sequence. Suddenly they begin quoting the Living Library?
	The number 12 base is used for controlling the Living Library – via technology: latitudes, longitudes, hours of the day counted/controlled, calendar months in an orbital year, days thereof (there were once 360 in 705BC. An additional 12 has been added...
	This constant talk of the Living Library is a “copier” protocol used to fool us, just as they do with their actor clone walk-ins, which they have done for thousands of years.
	"without human occupants others cannot access the Library "– then please explain the over 220 off worlders which do  use Gaia for a Way Station (Bill Ryan articles. See: Elk Hunter's Contact.earthfiles)
	"concentrating on sexuality denies free will" ... thus the gender argument, a reptilian idea, they want us to all be one gender, a compromise which excludes breeding our selves. Those from 52,000 years in our future say they have three separate genders.
	The middle one is for Administration of logistics.
	"in the decade of the 1990s"  – huh?
	ʺ “came” to the  U.S.ʺ indicating the narrator is IN the U.S. listen closely, and think how she should have worded it had she really been a Pleiadian
	ʺ ʺyour own “channelling” ʺ when the Plejaran themselves know that this is a negative method, warning us they never use it - because they use E.S.P.  mind reading This is why they need no kings, nor hierarchy therefrom.
	ʺBRINGERS OF THE DAWNʺ = LUCIFER, CROWLEY...  couldn't help herself, could she!
	ʺI AM  willing to give up difficultyʺ – contradicts what was stated early in the video.
	She describes what is known as Love under Will (which is Crowley again)
	ʺWE WANTʺ are two words not used by real Plejarans. Service-to-self people use these words.
	SARRU OGRES FROM AGES AGO BECAME GEMS MEGA MAFIA FOXES, BEFORE MORE FEARSOME GAMES SCAM OBESE
	EERIE URSA BEARS' RAMBO A.I. BEAMS EAGER FOR MASSACRE, ARGUES RUMOUR-SMEAR SORE FAIRER-SEX  RACISM
	CUBE ORMUS RING UISOR SAGE AGREES EXERCISE MORE CAUSE EXAM SEXES BASIS. FAMOUS R.O. (A.C.) REFEREES MESSAGE: AIM M.E. GOO GREASE GEARBOXES CORE AXIS. MIRROR-IMAGE MERRIER FIXES, ROSE MACABRE SEAS FOAM OFF SAFE  BRASS-MA/Libra FACE/Scorpio BAU/Sagittar...
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	o RAMBO military industrial media complex  A.I. BEAMS the directed energy EAGER FOR MASSACRE genocide
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